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Watch in titanium ceramic, a new highly scratch-resistant material.
Its unique color and shine are obtained by the addition of titanium to ceramic and diamond powder polishing.

Self-winding mechanical movement. 42-hour power reserve. Water resistant to 200 meters.
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98 SOME KIND OF 
WONDERFUL

 Glamorously surreal fashion takes 
to the streets of Paris.

 PHOTOGRAPHS BY HANS FEURER
 STYLING BY SABINA SCHREDER

106 UPSTAIRS, DOWNSTAIRS 
AND IN BETWEEN

 The heirs to some of England’s 
stateliest homes have 
invited Americans to pay a 
visit and help foot the bill.

 BY FRANZ LIDZ
 PHOTOGRAPHS BY JOHN SPINKS

114  EATING SPAIN
 With Spain reigning as the world’s 

premier food destination, 
critic Jonathan Gold travels across 
the country sampling the best 
this Modernist Culinary movement 
has to offer.

 BY JONATHAN GOLD 
PHOTOGRAPHS BY THIBAULT MONTAMAT

122 THE CATROUX OF PARIS 
AND PROVENCE

 Decorator François Catroux and 
his wife, Betty, have been at 
the forefront of style for more 
than four decades. They open the 
doors to their elegant homes.

 BY DAVID NETTO
 PHOTOGRAPHS BY FRANÇOIS HALARD

134 THE INSIDER’S OUTSIDER
 How Belgian designer Dries 

Van Noten has become the 
envy of the fashion world.

 BY DANA THOMAS
 PHOTOGRAPHS BY ANNABEL ELSTON

[COVER] Heather Huey mask $998 Heatherhuey
.com; Boucheron necklace and ring, price upon 
request, Boucheron.com; Tom Ford dress, price 
upon request, 212-359-0300; Fendi fur coat 
$20,900, 212-759-7676; Sophie Hallette Paris 
black tulle, Sophiehallette.com

[THIS PAGE] François and Betty Catroux in 
Cap Ferrat on their wedding day, 1967.
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24  E D I TO R’S L E T T E R

2 8  B AC K STO RY

3 0  M A R K E T R E P O RT
The latest designs 
get a metallic sheen, 
warm winter whites 
herald the season, 
and the beauty products 
guys are stealing from 
their girls.

41  S OA P B OX
Powerhouse gallerist 
Barbara Gladstone 
reflects on building 
her three-decade-long 
career through good 
relationships as 
much as good work.

4 4  R E N EG A D E
Considered a Hollywood 
carpetbagger when he 
took over as artistic 
director of London’s 
legendary Old Vic Theatre, 
Kevin Spacey shores 
up his legacy with a turn 
as Richard III and takes the 
show on the road. 

4 8  T R AC K E D
A 19-hour-day 
spent trailing the domestic 
diva Martha Stewart 
as she manages 
to shift seamlessly 
between farm life, 
corporate culture and 
an evening of 
Hollywood glamour. 

41

106

5259

@WSJ A closer look at Martha Stewart’s busy day; from sketch to fruition, more behind the scenes 
photos of Roger Vivier’s new line; and where to wine and dine in Spain. wsjmagazine.com.

ONLINE

 “Most owners of stately homes 
in Great Britain made their 
money the old-fashioned way: 
They inherited it. Moats, 
turrets and drawbridges are 
splendid to behold, but the 
upkeep is overwhelming.”
—FRANZ LIDZ, ”UPSTAIRS, DOWNSTAIRS AND IN 
BETWEEN,” P.  106
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5 2  PA RT N E R S H I P
Actor Robert Downey 
Jr. and his pal artist 
Tobias Keene riff on 
their long-running 
friendship with a fair 
degree of candor and 
a bit of PDA.

59  M A K I N G I T
From inside the studio, 
the creation of an iconic 
new look for the exclusive 
French accessories 
brand Roger Vivier.

6 4  J E W E L S
Dramatic portraiture: 
A distinguished group 
of ladies model big, 
bold, beautiful diamonds.

74  A RT TO U R
Investing in culture as 
much as fashion, the family 
behind Max Mara made 
an art destination out of 
their bucolic hometown.

7 8  G I F T S
A perfectly to-the-point 
holiday wish list to tell 
you exactly what men 
and women really want.

1 4 0  O P E N S EC R E T
Far away from big-city 
brethren, a simple ski 
lodge restaurant in 
Calfornia’s Mammoth Lake 
is serving French cuisine 
that rivals the best 
the U.S. has to offer.  

114

48

13478

Get a Saturday-only subscription to The Wall Street Journal for a weekly fi x of smart style and culture. 
Includes OFF DUTY, a guide to your not-at-work life, REVIEW, the best in arts, books and culture, and, 
of course, the monthly WSJ. Magazine. 1-888-681-9216 or www.subscribe.wsj.com/getweekend

WSJ
SATURDAY

GET

 “Have you ever wondered 
what it might be like 

to eat a stone? Because 
it’s probably less 

wonderful than you 
might have imagined 

as a preschooler.”
—JONATHAN GOLD, “EATING SPAIN,” P.  1 14
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DECEMBER   editor’s letter

 T HE CHANGE IN WINTER WEATHER ELICITS 
two simultaneous yet diametrically opposite 
impulses: stay in and get cozy—I’m envision-
ing my family, all in pajamas, watching a 

movie and cooking up something hot and sticky—or 
dress up and shine and hit the town. It is the latter 
desire—for glamour, beautiful objects and dreamy 
faraway places—that inspired this December issue.

This year has been rough in many ways, and so we 
bid it goodbye with a sense of fantasy and folly. We jet 
to Paris with the beautiful young model Chanel Iman 
for a portfolio that celebrates all the pretty excesses 
of fashion (page 98). We follow food critic Jonathan 
Gold on his gastronomic grand tour through Spain’s 
best restaurants (page 114). We step inside some of 
England’s grandest homes, where paying Americans 
can party like royals for a night or two (page 106), 
and visit with François Catroux, one of France’s lead-
ing decorators (page 122). 
And don’t miss “The Wish 
List” (page 78), our salute 
to the magazine tradition 
of the “gift guide.” We hope 
you want everything we do. 
Here’s to a stupendously 
happy 2012.

SEASON OF 
SPARKLE

Deborah Needleman 
d.needleman@wsj.com

24  December 2011

PUT ON YOUR 
DANCING SHOES 
Roger Vivier’s 
artistic director, 
Bruno Frisoni, 
sketched these 
stilettos on his 
iPad using an app 
called Brushes.
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From left: Howe; 
Michals; Downey; 

“The Boy” by Keene 
(2008) from Downey’s 

personal collection.
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From left: photographer Amy 
Troost; a Leviev necklace from the 
shoot; Buck and Royt on set; 
a Stephen Russell bracelet; Buck.

From left: Spinks; 
the dining hall at 

Castle Hill; Lidz 
visiting the estates.

26  December 2011

DECEMBER   backstory
“He’s kind of a 
ham, but he’s 
good at it. 
He’s unguarded 
and charming.”

“I half-expected 
to run into 

Wodehouse’s 
Percy Pilbeam.”

“Joan Juliet 
Buck had 

me breaking 
down and 

dancing 
all around 

the set!”

Clockwise from left:
Halard; Catroux’s 

portrait by Halard; YSL 
and Betty Catroux (mid-

1970s); Netto.

I LOVE YOU, MAN p. 52
“Hey, you should talk to Robert Downey Jr. about my art,” Tobias Keene said 
to writer Susan Michals, who is also a television producer at NBC, when they 
fi rst met. “He’s one of my biggest fans.” And thus our Partnership between 
artist and patron was born. Always supportive of his longtime friend, Downey 
made the piece come together in just a few days, taking a break from fi lming 
“The Avengers” (out in May) to come to L.A. for our shoot, which is “pretty 
amazing considering Downey’s [one of the] biggest movie stars in the world 
right now,” says Michals. Photographer Susanna Howe also enjoyed working 
with Downey. “He’s kind of a ham, but he’s good at it.”

PORTRAIT OF A LADY p. 64
For our jewelry story, four real women with impeccable style 

modeled the most magnifi cent diamonds in the world. On 
set, there were $60 million of gems, accompanied by 16 armed 
guards—more than enough for stylist Natasha Royt to achieve 
the “tough-yet-chic look” she was going for. After more than a 

decade working with magazines like Vogue and W, Royt says 
that the jewelry for our shoot was “some of the most exquisite” 

she has ever worked with. About the women, she adds, 
“they were all beautiful, empowered and kind without any kind 

of self-consciousness or insecurity in front of the camera.”

THE CATROUX OF PARIS AND PROVENCE p. 122 
When contributing editor David Netto spotted the elusive decorator François 

Catroux at a party in L.A. last year, he instantly begged the opportunity to 
do a story on him and his homes. “I immediately hopped on a fl ight to France 

thinking it was now or never.” French photographer François Halard, on 
the other hand, has been friends with Catroux and his wife, Betty, since 1982, 

when they all traveled together with Yves Saint Laurent to Russia for YSL’s 
couture collection. “I’ve photographed François’s projects for many years,”  
Halard says. “It’s always a pleasure to have a moment to share with them.”

UPSTAIRS, DOWNSTAIRS AND IN BETWEEN p. 106
Touring some of England’s grandest private estates, writer Franz Lidz couldn’t 
help but feel like he was wandering through a fi ctional castle from the pages 
of author P.G. Wodehouse. “I half-expected to run into Wodehouse’s prickly 
Duke of Dunstable, the brain-specialist Sir Roderick Glossop, or Percy Pilbeam, 
the fi nder of lost pigs,” says Lidz. Similarly, photographer John Spinks enjoyed 
exploring the surreal grounds freely with his camera. “There were all of the 
kind of things you might imagine,” says Spinks, “from secret doors that opened 
out onto enormous, beautiful chapels, to slightly frightening—but in the end, 
friendly and accommodating—butlers.”

“I’ve photographed 
François’s projects for 
many years.”

1211_WSJ_Backstory_02.indd   26 10/31/11   4:42:12 PM



 P ERHAPS IT’S NOT SO RARE TO SEE A WOMAN
strolling the Place de la Bastille with a unicorn 
hat sprouting from her head. This is Paris, where 
fashion is treated like an art form and practically 

a religion, something to be revered and worshipped. 
Daily life consists of displaying your most rarefi ed self. 
What better place to capture the spirit of decadence and 
eccentricity dancing in the air this season?

Fashion has its various stylistic fl ings, and right 
now surrealism is it. Designer-muse-of-the-moment 
Daphne Guinness spends her average day in black veils 
and lace bodysuits, her black-and-white hair streaked 
like Cruella de Vil. Lady Gaga continues to step out 
in bedazzled costumes that would make a superhero 
jealous. And this spring, the Metropolitan Museum of 

28  December 2011

DECEMBER   on the cover

ALL IN A DAY’S WORK 
Clockwise from left: The 
team on set in Paris; Iman 
in Bernard Willhelm’s 
mirror headpiece (to see 
the look stylist Sabina 
Schreder was going after, 
turn to page 98); Gaga in 
glam; Elsa Schiaparelli’s 1937 
lobster dress; designer 
muse Daphne Guinness; 
photographer Hans Feurer.

Art’s Costume Institute will feature the iconic work 
of Miuccia Prada and Elsa Schiaparelli. While Prada 
has continued to push the boundaries of good taste, 
Schiaparelli off ered up the absurd in her day. The late 
Italian designer hung out with Surrealists such as Jean 
Cocteau and Salvador Dalí, with whom she collaborated 
in 1937 on the famous lobster dress (a silk gown featur-
ing a large crustacean) and shoe hat.

To capture this sense of ebullient frippery for this 
month’s cover story, Swiss photographer Hans Feurer 
teamed up with New York–based stylist Sabina Schreder 
and model Chanel Iman. In our shoot, a Ralph Lauren chi-
noiserie tuxedo jacket is paired with Ann Demeulemeester 
horsehair pants. Next, a pleated silk Hugo Boss gown is 
accessorized with a purple fur boa and a mirror attached 
to Iman’s head, courtesy of designer Bernard Willhelm. 
Iman, for her part, loved all the instant glamour. “I like 
doing this kind of more glamorous, sophisticated lady,” 
says the model, who turns 21 this month. “I used to do a 
lot of jumping and smiling in fashion shoots, but Hans is 
like a director. He really makes you get into character.”

So when it comes to dressing throughout the holi-
days, let joyful surrealism be your inspiration. After all, 
it’s the season of surprises.

Behind the scenes of our cover story, 
where unicorn hats and horsehair 
pants make a surreal appearance

MAGICAL 
REALISM

HEAD GEAR Salvador Dalí’s wife Gala in 1938, wearing a 
shoe hat created by Schiaparelli from a Dalí design.

CINDERELLA 
MOMENT 

Our cover girl 
Chanel Iman’s 

destiny was 
clear at age 9.
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DECEMBER   market report

Metallic works of art and design are 
the modern solution for a brighter 

interior, especially in the darker months

THE 
SHINING

3

David Smith’s cubist sculptures are on view at the 
Whitney Museum of American Art until January 
8. (David Smith, “Cubi XIX.” 1964. Stainless steel, 
286.4 x 148.0 x 101.6 cm © Estate of David Smith).

1 Yves Béhar for AEsir 
AE+Y 18k gold phone, 

$60,700 Aesir-
copenhagen.com 2 Zikmu 

Parrot by Philippe 
Starck limited edition 
speakers $3,400, Ron 

Robinson for Fred Segal 
877-476-6762 3 Tom 

Dixon Void Light Mini 
$450 each Tomdixon

.net 4 Joost van 
Bleiswijk clock $5,500 

Mossonline.com 5 Hervé 
van der Straeten Piercing 

console $125,000 
Ralphpucci.net 6 Bec 
Brittain light $9,200 

Mattermatters.com 
7 Zafirro Gold razor 
$18,000 Zafirro.com

Pae White, whose cotton tapestries meant to look like foil 
were a standout at the recent Frieze Art Fair, also designed 

this “Metafoil” curtain (above) for the Oslo Opera House.  
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Above (left to right) The Row
sweater $5,900 Barneys.com; Max 

Mara skirt $450, 212-879-6100; Just 
Cavalli purse; Burberry Prorsum

sweater $4,995 and Burberry 
London pants $375 Burberry.com; 

Alejandro Ingelmo shoes; Delfina 
Delettrez ring; Max Mara jacket 

$1,590 and pants $595, 212-879-
6100; Calvin Klein Collection

blouse $395, 212-292-9000;
Alejandro Ingelmo shoes.

1 Smythson stationery $90 for 
set of 10 Smythson.com 2 The 
Vladimir Collection porcelain 

flowers $6,300 Vladimircollection
.com 3 Montblanc fountain pen 

$1,095, 800-995-4810 4 Santa 
Maria Novella body milk $74 

Lafco.com 5 Moncler jacket $1,375 
Moncler.com 6 Dior Christal watch 

$2,800, 866-675-2078 
7 Tod’s bag $2,165 Tods.com

2
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Herald the season of excess with the
rarest shade of them all, from porcelain 

flowers and mink sweaters to 
down puffers designed for the snow

WINTER WHITE
7
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1 Sunday Riley Ceramic Slip 
cleanser $45 and Charisma 

Crème cleanser $45 
Sundayriley.com 2 La Mer 

Crème de la Mer 
moisturizing cream $250 
Lamer.com 3 Chanel Les 

Exclusifs de Chanel Eau de 
Cologne $210 and 

Sycomore eau de toilette 
$210 Chanel.com 4 Philip B 

Peppermint and Avocado 
shampoo $40 Philipb.com 

5 Kiehl’s Since 1851 Lip 
Balm #1 $7 Kiehls.com 

In medicine cabinet (from 
left): La Prairie Cellular 

Microdermabrasion Cream 
$255 Laprairie.com; 

Clinique Skin Supplies for 
Men face scrub $17 Clinique

.com; Burberry Brit eau 
de toilette for men $73  

Burberry.com

1

3

STRONG ENOUGH 
FOR A MAN BUT 

MADE FOR A WOMAN
MEN ARE FINALLY GETTING WISE TO THE POWERS OF THE PRODUCTS 
on the other side of the sink. The known instances of husbands nicking 
their wives’ La Mer, one of the most coveted moisturizers in the world, 
seem to be steadily rising. In the spirit of the holiday, we rounded up 
a few other luxuries well worth sharing—from Chanel’s musky sandle-
wood-scented Sycomore and its fresh citrusy eau de cologne to Kiehl’s 
fragrance-free lip balm.
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CONSISTENTLY
CLEAR SKIN.

PROVEN TECHNOLOGY TO REDUCE
AND HELP PREVENT FRUSTRATING

BLEMISHES AND BREAKOUTS.
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NNNEEEEEEEEEEWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW OLAY PROFESSIONAL PRO-X CLEAR.

POTENT. PROVEN. PROFESSIONAL.

Pro-X Clear is a total skin care solution. Designed by a team of leading dermatologists and skin scientists, it helps
stop the frustrating cycle of breakouts and blemishes. Their professional expertise, together with Olay’s skin-
transforming experience, provides an answer with clinically proven technology to reduce and help prevent blemishes.
And, additionally, even texture and minimize the look of pores in as little as 4 weeks. See the proof at Olay.com/clear
FIND IT WHERE YOU FIND OLAY SKIN CARE PRODUCTS.
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ON THE ROCKS: A CELEBRATIONOFMEN’S
STYLE | OCTOBER 6
Fashion forwardManhattan men ascended to the luxury floor
featuring made-to-measure clothing at Barneys New York for
On The Rocks: A Celebration of Men’s Style andWSJ. Magazine’s
Men’s Style Issue. Guests enjoyed catering by Fred’s and custom
cocktail-creations by notable New York bartenders who had
posed for Barneys’ Fall men’s mailer. They also viewed an
installation of portraits entitled The Sapeurs of Congo, by
celebrated fine- art photographer Jackie Nickerson. DJ Harley
Viera-Newton provided an eclectic downtownmix of music for
the occasion.

GETON THE LIST. BECOMEAWALL STREET JOuRNAL INSIdER. journalinsider.com

Photos by: Neil Rasmus/BFANYC.com
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Tom Kalenderian, David Farber and Mark Lee

Darrell Hartman

Bar-mosphere

Andrea Campagna installation

On the Rocks Bartenders Cole McDonagh, Liam Kolb and
Adrian Zuniga flanking Deborah Needleman

John Patrick perusing On The Rocks

Charlotte Blechman and Anthony Cenname

Rod Manley, Christian Langbein and Miles Freeland

Monique Pean

Jackie Nickerson photographic exhibit

Harley Viera-Newton
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GETON THE LIST. BEcOmEaWaLL STREET JOuRNaL INSIdER. journalinsider.com
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Photos by: Owen HoffmanPatrickMcMullan.com andMichael Bloom

Charles Hunt, Lady Liliana Cavendish and Geoffrey Bradfield

Graziano de Boni Angus and Simon Cundey

Students who tailored the top updates on the tuxedo design

2011 STaRSOF dESIGN
OcTOBER 12
Charles S. Cohen hosted an intimate black tie
dinner to celebrate the fifth annual Stars of Design
at the Decoration and Design Building during
DDB Fall Market. The ceremony honored a cross-
section of industry elite, each selected for their
significant achievements in, and contributions to,
their respective design disciplines.
Photos by: Jonathan Zeigler/PatrickMcMullan.com

Jesse Carrier, Michele Oka Doner and Tucker Viemeister

Matthew Patrick Smyth and VicenteWolfCharles S. Cohen and Clo Cohen

‘maRGIN caLL’
dEBuTNYScREENING
OcTOBER 17
TheWall Street Journal
and Forevermark co-hosted
a screening of Roadside
Attractions’ filmMargin Call
written and directed by J.C.
Chandor, at the Sunshine
Landmark Cinema. The
evening concluded with an
exclusive after-party at the
revered Top of the Standard.

DemiMoore (in Forevermark diamond jewelry) and Kevin Spacey Penn Badgley, Zachary Quinto, Simon Baker, Paul Bettany and Stanley Tucci

TuXEdO PaRKauTumNBaLL
OcTOBER 8
Giorgio Armani sponsored this fall affair at the
Tuxedo Club, which revived the annual Autumn Ball
in Tuxedo Park and commemorated the 150th
anniversary of the tuxedo. The event also hosted the
London College of Fashion students who designed
updated versions of the tuxedo for an international
exhibition in conjunction with the Ball.

Liev Schreiber

robertocoin.com 800-853-5958



Photograph by Dean Kaufman

CREATION THEORY Veteran gallerist Barbara Gladstone has nurtured the careers of many artists, including Matthew Barney, whose latest work, “DJED,” is shown above. 

 BARBARA GLADSTONE WAS A 40-YEAR-OLD, TWICE-DIVORCED MOTHER OF 
three when she gave up teaching art history at Hofstra University to open a 
tiny art gallery in Manhattan in 1980. Today she represents an international 
roster of big-name artists that includes Matthew Barney, whom she gave his 

fi rst New York show (“I knew he had a destiny after talking to him for 15 minutes”), 
Shirin Neshat, Anish Kapoor, Carroll Dunham and the estate of Keith Haring. Along 
with her two Chelsea spaces, she now has a European outpost, a townhouse gallery in 
Brussels. “It’s very domestic and I always loved spaces with a kind of humanity. Work 
looks diff erent there than in a white cube.”

Gladstone’s path to prominence has had its share of heartache. After the fl ush 
times of the ’80s, she rode out the bust of the ’90s only to lose her son, Stuart Regen, 
a Los Angeles art dealer, to cancer at the end of that decade. In 2008, Richard Prince, 

one of her biggest names, jumped ship to rival dealer Larry Gagosian. While the last 
few years have seen the overheated art market turn into a multibillion-dollar global 
industry, Gladstone has maintained a steady reign. “This isn’t like selling real estate 
or stock. We deal in personal relationships.” For Gladstone, the artists come fi rst. 
They don’t just hang works in her gallery, but turn it inside out—whether it’s Thomas 
Hirschhorn transforming the space into a cardboard cave or Matthew Barney climb-
ing the gallery walls naked for his fi rst piece back in 1991.

Now in her 70s, she is an industry matriarch who has a strong eye, but more sig-
nifi cantly, a strong code of ethics. “In the art world, we do everything with a hand-
shake. It’s the last bastion of old-fashioned values. Someone can buy something for 
$3 million and not one piece of paper changes hands, no lawyer is involved. One’s 
word is one’s bond.”  By Linda Yablonsky

BARBARA GLADSTONE
S O A P B OX

This art world pioneer opened her first gallery when she was 40 and has remained on 
top for three decades by making relationships as important as the work
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later, when they’re sucked dry 
by demand. It takes some wis-
dom to steer a path through 
what everyone else wants 
you to do and what serves you 
best. Each situation is diff er-
ent. There’s no formula. I trust 
my instincts.

I opened the second gallery 
in Chelsea in 2008 and the one 
in Brussels a few months later. 
I have always had a strong 
relationship with European 
artists, and it seemed natural 
to have a place close to them 
and our European clients. 
Brussels allowed me to do it 
in a more personal way. So 
I have this house that has an apartment where artists 
who are installing exhibitions can stay. It allows me to 
travel quickly to London, Paris and Cologne to see art-
ists and clients. Brussels isn’t trendy to live in, but it’s 
full of good collectors.

Many galleries have women at the helm today, but 
traditionally these were not really seen as businesses. 
When Peggy Guggenheim or Betty Parsons had galler-

ies, it was considered something 
dilettantish and not commercial. 
It was a genteel, suitable activity 
for a woman. I think it changed 
with Mary Boone in the ’80s. She 
was the fi rst art dealer who was 
as ambitious and determined, as 
interested in business and having 
power, and admitting it, as men. I 
remember being kind of shocked 
when I saw her operating in the 
beginning.  But I took notice.

Barbra Streisand was once 
asked what success meant to her and she said, “Success 
is having 10 honeydew melons and eating only the top 
half of each slice.” She didn’t worry about waste. It’s true, 
though. Success means being able to spend my time the 
way I like to, use my resources in a way that’s eff ective, 
and make my own choices. Success means you have the 
freedom to do what you want. I’m not in love with money. 

I like spending it on art, and that’s 
expensive. I like spending it on travel 
because I like to move around and see 
the world. I like collecting mid-century 
furniture. There are a lot of places to 
use money. It’s not hard to fi nd one.

I’m in my 70s but see no reason to 
retire. I’m not doing physical labor. 
Theoretically, I think you should actu-
ally get better with age, but I will say it 
helps to have a good nutritionist.   

 I’VE HAD A GALLERY FOR 31 YEARS, BUT OPENING 
one was a kind of sideways move. After my sec-
ond marriage, I moved to Manhattan and found so 
much to be curious about and be active in. I didn’t 

think I could run a business myself, so I started with a 
woman who had experience selling prints.

The gallery was the size of a shoebox and the rent was 
$700 a month. I never had a backer or borrowed money. 
The real deal for me was to work with artists one-to-one. 
I believed that this was something 
I was meant to do—that there was 
a role to play in helping artists 
make decisions about their careers, 
something I enjoyed doing every 
day and still do.

There’s a relationship between 
being an art dealer and raising a 
family. Being a parent, a mother, 
means that you’re responsible for 
helping someone develop to the 
best of their potential. The artist–
gallery relationship also involves a 
dependency on the part of the artist to trust the person 
who represents this most precious thing, the art. And 
that’s not something to take lightly.

When I fi rst met Matthew Barney at 23, it was clear 
to me that he was an enormous talent, very much the 
wunderkind. Many young artists now get overexploited 
at too young an age and reach a crisis four or fi ve shows 
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ART MATTERS Above: 
the Brussels outpost of 
Gladstone Gallery; “Red” 
by the late Keith Haring.

“Success means you 
have the freedom 

to do what you want. 
I’m not in love 

with money. I like 
spending it on art, 

and that’s expensive.”

PERSONAL TOUCH 
Clockwise from top 
left: Matthew Barney’s 
“Drawing Restraint 
9: Occidental Guest 
(groom)”; Anish Kapoor’s 
“Tall Tree and the Eye” at 
London’s Royal Academy 
of Arts; the gallerist 
in 2008; Gladstone in 
1979 just before she 
opened her gallery. 
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Edited from Yablonsky’s interview with Gladstone.
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INNER SPACEY Getting unnecessarily caffeinated at the Beverly Laurel Motor Hotel in Los Angeles. ST
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  IF THERE WAS ONE PLAY THAT WE REALLY, REALLY 
didn’t want to f— up, this was it.” Kevin Spacey 
curses a lot, which is especially startling since we 
are walking through the stately public gardens of 

Greystone Mansion, the English Gothic–style estate in 
Beverly Hills.

We’re having about as British a day as you can have in 
Los Angeles, starting with breakfast at the London Hotel. 
Spacey likes to stay there because the hotel off ers free 
calls to London, where he lives and works his day job as 
artistic director of the storied Old Vic Theatre.

Spacey, who is strolling along in gray Converse All 
Stars, is headed out tonight to Avilés, Spain, a tiny 
northern port town, the next stop on the global tour of 
the play in question, “Richard III.”

“The expectations were so high,” he explains. It was, 
after all, the fi rst time he would be working with direc-
tor Sam Mendes since both won Oscars for “American 
Beauty.” The production is also part of the duo’s ambi-
tious Bridge Project, in which a play debuts at the Old 
Vic, takes an epic world tour to places like Hong Kong, 
Sydney and Greece and in this case, lands in New York, 
at the Brooklyn Academy of Music, which “Richard III” 
does on January 10.

A central question for any actor who plays Richard 
is how to play the character’s disability. Ian McKellen 
sported a withered hand, while Antony Sher trans-
formed himself into a complete spider. Spacey opts for 
the traditional hump and a twisted left leg, with a brace 
outside his clothes to make it look spindly. He wants to 
get the audience’s sympathy before turning on them. 
“I wanted to be uncomfortable,” he says. “I wanted the 
audience to be like, ‘Oh God, that must hurt.’”

Spacey had a revelation while visiting soldiers who 
had lost limbs at Walter Reed Army Medical Center in 
Washington, D.C. “The soldiers really helped me think 
about Richard in a diff erent way,” he says. “For every 
single one of them it’s about how they overcome it, how 
they want to get back to their unit.” He applied that same 
drive to Richard. “He has to have that attitude, which is 
that ‘you can call me every f— name in the book, and it 
doesn’t matter because I’m going to get there.’”

Spacey spoke to actors who had played the role in the 
past and complained about its physical toll. “‘I threw 
my neck out, my shoulder, my leg, I f— up my back,’” he 
recalls them saying. “Everyone talked about how physi-
cally they f— themselves up completely, and I was like, 
well, s—, they were only doing a run for 12 or 15 weeks 
or whatever. I’m going to be doing 10 months.”

So he quit smoking and drinking. He worked with 
a physiotherapist, who advised him to distribute his 
weight toward a cane and his other leg. Still, “at the 

THE WINTER OF 
HIS CONTENT

Kevin Spacey brings Shakespeare to the world with “Richard III,” his crowning moment 
as the artistic director and star of London’s Old Vic Theatre  BY ZACHARY PINCUS-ROTH

T H E  R E N E G A D E
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TOM FORD

NOW ACCEPTING VISA AND MASTERCARD



end of the day Kevin is a boy from New Jersey,” Mendes 
says. “He didn’t grow up watching Shakespeare, and 
he fi nds himself in England, the heart of Shakespeare 
country, having only done one major Shakespeare role 
before. He’s at the same theater—rehearsing in the 
same room, even—where [Laurence] Olivier did his 
most famous role, which is, guess what, Richard III.

“There were some days in previews when the words 
weren’t there,” Mendes continues. “He just made 
them up—like a line, not a lot. He 
thought, ‘I don’t know what I’m 
supposed to say, but I’m not going 
to stop.’ The willpower behind that 
is enormous.”

In the role, Spacey is always 
charging ahead, his head pointed 
forward, wielding it as a weapon. 
His aggressiveness makes for an 
unexpected “Richard III,” one that’s 
speedy, funny, sexy. When Lady 
Anne spits at him, his response, 
“Why dost thou spit at me?” is usually played as a “how 
dare you,” but Spacey says it with a lilt that conveys he’s 
strangely turned on. “It gets a huge laugh because it’s a 
totally unexpected response,” he says. To make the play 
entertaining for contemporary audiences, Spacey and 
Mendes streamlined the script and included fl ourishes, 
like battle drums and live video projected onto screens.

Among the many raves, Michael Billington, the 
Guardian’s critic, wrote that, “When the history of 
Spacey’s Old Vic regime is written, I suspect it will be his 
Richard...that will be most vividly remembered.”

The Arab Spring provided a serendipitous topical-
ity to Shakespeare’s tale of a dictator’s downfall. Even 
before it happened, Spacey looked at photos of Gadhafi  
to inspire one of his epaulet-heavy military costumes. 

Mendes was shocked when he fi rst heard his friend 
was taking over the Old Vic, in 2003. “To him I said, 
‘Terrifi c,’ but privately I thought, ‘You’re never going 
to make it work,’” Mendes recalls. “The Old Vic has 
been a poisoned chalice for 40 years. He managed 
to overcome a very rocky fi rst couple of years that I 
thought would do him in.”

Spacey’s most infamous early fl op was 
“Resurrection Blues,” the last play by Arthur Miller, 
directed by an ailing Robert Altman. Spacey has a 
standard response: “You can Google this s—,” he says. 
“You look at theatrical beginnings in Great Britain, and 
nobody has been welcomed. Nobody.” Trevor Nunn, 
Richard Eyre, Peter Hall, even Olivier—all of the leg-
endary artistic directors had detractors. A Hollywood 
carpetbagger didn’t stand a chance.

Before Spacey, the Old Vic had been a booking house 
but didn’t have a real company. It still operates in this 
middle ground between nonprofi t and commercial pro-
ducer. The theater takes no government subsidy, but it 
funds typical nonprofi t projects like education and art-
ist development programs.

At the Old Vic, Spacey showed the same aggressive 
mentality he brought to “Richard III.” “He’s not reti-
cent in doing the things that English artistic directors, 
myself included, were unwilling to do,” Mendes says. 
“He is completely unabashed about raising money. 

New York, and they fl ew to Vermont to have dinner with 
the captain and his wife. Spacey pulled out his famous 
impersonations of Jack Lemmon and Johnny Carson 
and charmed his way to a green light. 

“Kevin can plow through scripts, plow through 
plays, do conference calls, do everything he’s doing at 
the Old Vic, do everything I need him to do,” Brunetti 
says, “and then he’ll do a three-hour play, go to a 
fund-raiser afterward, meet somebody for drinks, 
walk his dog and go to bed—and wake up, walk his 
dog, go jogging, read three scripts. It’s like, ‘How the 
hell do you do this?’”

So it’s not surprising that, on top of everything else, 
Spacey is about to star in a television show. Not a mini-
series—26 episodes. “House of Cards” is an American 
adaptation of the British series about a manipulative 
political offi  cial under Margaret Thatcher—and it’s 
based on “Richard III.” The show, with a pilot directed 
by David Fincher and written by Beau Willimon—whose 
play “Farragut North” became the fi lm “The Ides of 
March”—will be the fi rst major series to debut solely on 
Netfl ix, allowing for complete creative freedom, with 
minimal notes from television executives.

The innovative approach is fi tting. If there’s a 
unifi ed fi eld theory of Kevin Spacey, it’s that he’s 
always one jump ahead of everyone else. Whether it’s 
changing a line reading from scary to sexy or leaving 
Hollywood stardom to take over a leaky old theater 

on London’s South Bank, 
Spacey has always seemed 
to take a sly pleasure in 
keeping people guessing.

The highlight of the tour 
so far was performing in 
Greece at Epidaurus, an 
ancient outdoor amphi-
theater outside of Athens. 
Spacey fi rst felt pangs of 
jealousy of the actors who 
performed in “The Winter’s 
Tale” there as part of the 
Bridge Project in 2009. “There 
was a moment when I remem-
ber going, ‘I have to play this 
stage or I will not have a com-
plete life,’” he says.

In July, he performed 
“Richard” in front of 14,000 
audience members who 
shelled out, during a Greek 
economic crisis, to sit and 
watch Shakespeare for three 
hours straight without an 
intermission. “There’s no way 

to get 14,000 people down to the bathrooms in less than 
two hours, so they just gotta f— stay there and watch 
the whole thing,” Spacey says. “The curtain call that fol-
lowed,” he says, “is as close to knowing what it’s like to 
be Mick Jagger as I’ll ever get.”

“I’ve never seen anyone sweat so much,” Mendes 
recalls. “It sounds absurdly theatrical, but it was genu-
inely moving. I think,” Mendes adds with a laugh, “it 
even took him by surprise.”  

THE RENEGADE
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He has single-handedly—and I really do mean single-
handedly—kept the theater open.”

“He’s like Bill Clinton,” Mendes adds. “He makes 
people listen.”

Spacey says he eventually fi gured out how to pro-
gram the Old Vic, that a 1,000-seat house required epic 
emotions that a play like “Resurrection Blues” didn’t 
have. He also opened up a new space for smaller produc-
tions, in the old Victorian tunnels underneath Waterloo 

Station. His biggest legacy, he feels, 
will be the Old Vic New Voices pro-
gram, which nurtures new tal-
ent. A project called Platform, for 
instance, told the story of real-life 
Londoners and starred ex–crack 
addicts and a 74-year-old former 
hospital social worker.

We’re walking through one 
of the outdoor arches under 
the Greystone mansion, which 
reminds Spacey of the Cotswolds, 

where he rented a house during the summer. He 
admits that living in London has left him out of touch 
with Hollywood. “I’m constantly saying, ‘They want 
to off er the part to so-and-so? Who’s that?’ I literally 
don’t know who anybody is.”

Luckily, he has Dana Brunetti, his former assistant 
and now president of his production company, Trigger 
Street, to tell him. “There 
was a period of time where 
Dana hated England, hated 
the Old Vic,” Spacey says. “I 
kind of tricked him.” He lured 
Brunetti from New York to 
L.A. to take over the company, 
“then I left, and he had to learn 
how to swim in this town.”

“We didn’t get along for a 
while,” recalls Brunetti, who 
considers Spacey his best 
friend. “He’s on the other side 
of the world and completely 
unreachable. As much as I 
hated him for it at the time, it 
was the best thing that ever 
happened to me.”

Brunetti didn’t know how 
to be a producer but learned 
fast. He built Trigger Street 
into a success, eventually 
earning an Oscar nomination 
for “The Social Network.” 
Now, among other projects, 
he is shepherding an upcom-
ing fi lm starring Tom Hanks about Capt. Richard 
Phillips, the hero who was kidnapped and held hostage 
by Somali pirates in 2009.

Spacey gives Brunetti free rein to pursue fi lms that 
interest him and enters the picture only when neces-
sary. When Hollywood was salivating over the rights to 
Phillips’s story, Brunetti bought a ticket to see the cap-
tain in Vermont. He called Spacey the day before and 
said, “Can you do me a favor?” Spacey met Brunetti in 

“At the end of the day 
Kevin is just a boy 

from New Jersey who 
had only done one 
major Shakespeare 

role before.”

PLAY FOR SYMPATHY Spacey as Richard III, 
sporting a modern leg brace.
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 MARTHA STEWART’S DAYS BEGIN EARLY AND END LATE 
with little quiet time in between. Her Bedford, New 
York, home, a working farm that famously includes 
a greenhouse, apple orchards and a menagerie of 

animals, is essentially a microcosm of her company, with a well-
toned household staff  working in synchronicity to keep the place 
running. The 70-year-old mogul moves incredibly quickly. Wak-
ing  up with the stars still visible, her day is split between her TV 
studios and the offi  ces of the editorial staff  of her four magazines 
and merchandising teams. 

The pillars of Martha’s empire are inextricably entwined. 

Features in her magazine help guide the merchandise in her mul-
titude of product lines. Her recipes are created by the chefs in the 
show’s test kitchens to be featured on TV, and all the scraps are 
used to feed the animals on her farm. The farm, in turn, churns out 
produce and eggs, which are used on the show and in the offi  ce.

A day spent in Stewart’s shadow clearly proves that every 
single element of the company is imbued with her personal-
ity—from show segments with her beloved pets to products 
that mirror Martha’s own belongings.  It takes a lot of people to 
run an operation this big, but Martha’s presence is undeniable, 
and ubiquitous. By Adrienne Gaff ney

MARTHA STEWART
T R A C K E D

At the center of a sprawling $200 million corporation is the woman whose life inspired it. 
A day with Martha is the embodiment of her very specifi c vision of the good life

TWOFER Martha Stewart, in her New York offices, takes advantage of dual BlackBerrys to talk and email simultaneously.

4:59 a.m.
Wakes up

Stewart sets two alarms
to make sure she’s up 

at 5 but always wakes up 
one minute before.
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60
minute session with 

personal trainer
She walks on the treadmill and 

lifts weights while 
watching “Morning Joe.”

38
pets

200
chickens lay her eggs

6:37 a.m.
Driven to her 

Manhattan studio 
She reads newspapers and show 

scripts, calls her 
producer and listens to NPR. 

• Five cats • Three dogs 
• Twenty-two red canaries

• Three mini Sicilian donkeys
• Five Fresian horses
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60
Book plates signed

during meeting to be placed 
in copies of her latest, 

“Martha’s Entertaining: 
A Year of Celebrations.”

300
Emails received

50
Emails sent

2
BlackBerrys

One dedicated to phone calls, 
one for emails.

178
Merchandising 

inspiration 
panels across the 

headquarters
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13
Emmys on display

in the show’s green room.
She has won 19. 

She recently found 
one in her attic.

Egg Alert!
Twice a week, eggs from her 

farm are brought 
into the offi  ce. An email blast 

alerts employees, who fi ll 
up containers to bring home.

11:15 a.m.
Meeting in the 

show’s test kitchen
Martha brainstorms names 

for a new apple cider and 
bourbon drink concocted 

by her chefs. Eventually, they 
settled on Cider Sour.

In-office yoga session
with her instructor, who gives her midday lessons on all show days.

12:30 p.m.
 Lunch with staff

Crab salad, lamb chops, lentil 
salad and apple crisp are 

served. iPad and Internet 
initiatives are discussed. 

4 p.m.
Goes to the office

that houses her magazines and 
merchandising departments. 

She meets with design staff  
to go over inspiration panels 

for new product lines.

159
guests at Martha’s 
morning filming

On Mondays, Tuesdays 
and Wednesdays, she 

fi lms two episodes of her 
Hallmark Channel show.

5
Outfits worn by 

Martha 
Morning workout gear, 
outfi ts for each of the 

shows, yoga apparel and her 
evening ensemble.4

Full-time chefs
work in Martha’s test kitchen.

2
Outfits worn by her 

French bulldogs 
Francesca 

and Sharkey
Their morning look was a 

spangled New York T-shirt. They 
appeared on the show in hooded 
jackets. (A Chow Chow, Genghis 

Khan, is too large for outfi ts.)

2:20 p.m.
Walks on set with 
cat Empress Tang 
and her three dogs

The afternoon show features 
Martha’s favorite products, 
including a Furminator pet 

brush and a hooded dog jacket.

7 p.m.
Poses on the 

red carpet
with Sigourney Weaver at New 
York’s Ziegfeld Theater for the 

premiere of “The Ides 
of March.” (She found the 
movie “very confusing.”)

12:30 a.m.
Back home

She plugs in her electronics, 
checks her email, and 

uploads photos for future 
blog posts before bed.

Post-premiere 
dinner

of small plates, served at 
an Upper East Side 

party, with her friend.

8:30 a.m.
Multitasking 

breakfast
Martha gets a pedicure 

and has her makeup done 
while drinking her daily green 

juice, which she calls 
the “secret of life.” Many on 

her staff  are also hooked.

Juice Ingredients: 
Pears (from Martha’s trees),
 celery, spinach, cucumber, 

orange peel, ginger
 root and papaya

(changes seasonally).
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I LOVE YOU, MAN
In Hollywood, a long-lasting friendship is harder to come by than an Oscar. Actor Robert 

Downey Jr. and artist Tobias Keene have managed to remain pals for nearly 20 
years through good times and bad. The two chat about the ties that bind  BY SUSAN MICHALS

Photographs by Susanna Howe

WALK ON THE WILD SIDE Besties Tobias Keene (left) and Robert Downey Jr. strolling around downtown Los Angeles. 

 ON A RECENT AFTERNOON IN LOS ANGELES, ROB-
ert Downey Jr. swings by Tobias Keene’s 
downtown art studio to catch up with his best 
friend of almost two decades. Over plates of 

arugula salad with grilled chicken and wheat-free cup-
cakes—the actor doesn’t eat gluten—the two men, who 
haven’t seen each other in a few months, joke and chide 
like teenage boys. Both have a lot to laugh about these 
days, given their humbling, not-so-glamorous pasts. 

Keene, 48, who moved here from England in 1988, 
has come a long way from sweeping fl oors at a Beverly 
Hills hair salon. Today, he is a fi gurative painter whose 

work evokes a wide range of styles from Thomas 
Gainsborough to Francis Bacon. Now represented by 
the well-respected Earl McGrath Gallery, he’ll have a 
solo show this spring at LeBasse Projects in Los Angeles. 
At 46, Downey, who has publicly suff ered his share of 
low moments, seems to have hit his creative stride. He 
just wrapped two fi lms, reprising his role as Sherlock 
Holmes, out this December, and as Iron Man for “The 
Avengers,” in theaters in May. Downey and his wife, 
Susan, have also established Team Downey, a produc-
tion company that is developing various projects for 
the big screen as well as television. They’re expecting 

their fi rst child early next year. (Downey also has a son, 
Indio, 18. Keene and his wife, screenwriter Robbi Chong, 
are Indio’s godparents.)

Together, Downey and Keene have managed to main-
tain a friendship that’s inspired each other’s work and 
personal growth. “Any relationship takes eff ort, and the 
eff ort isn’t worth it if there isn’t some sort of exchange,” 
says the actor. As the two men revisit tales of hotel 
room antics, their family histories and the addictively 
appealing allure of art, Downey, obviously the joker in 
the relationship, teases his friend constantly, and the 
artist blushes nonstop. 
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ART, STAR The best friends in front of Keene’s “The Queen”; Downey (above) 

ON PARENTS

Both men were born to fathers in the business that 
they too would eventually enter. In the case of Keene, 
the men in his family have been painters for more 
than a hundred years. (His grandfather was an offi  cial 
World War II artist, while his father, who has exhibited 
at the Royal Society of Portrait Painters and the Royal 
Watercolour Society in London, still paints every day 
at the age of 84.) “You get used to the smell of turpen-
tine,” Keene says. “Suddenly you can’t really think of 
anything else to do…and then you get a painting kit for 
every birthday and every Christmas, so it was like, if 
you can’t beat ’em, join ’em.” Downey asks his friend if 
his father was supportive. “He was,” Keene says. “He’d 
also say, ‘Don’t be an artist,’ because he didn’t want me 
to struggle like he did.”

For Downey, the situation was all too familiar. His 
father, Robert Downey Sr., rose to fame in the 1960s as a 
director, actor and producer in the New York under-
ground fi lm scene. His movie “Putney Swope,” a send-up 
of Madison Avenue, became a cult classic. Robert made 
his acting debut in his father’s fi lm “Pound” at the age of 
fi ve. “You know, [what you’re saying] makes sense 
because I feel too like I didn’t have a choice—it wasn’t like 
I was going to be an architect,” says Downey on his lin-
eage. “I was raised with a camera rolling, and my dad was 
always making these movies—either on sets or rolling 
16MM at home—it just seemed like the normal thing.” 

Both men started at the bottom, with Downey acting 
in off -Broadway plays and Keene taking odd jobs to pay 
for materials. “I paint compulsively—I do everything 
obsessively no matter what job I’ve ever had,” Keene 
says. At this, Downey literally guff aws. “What other job 
have you really ever had?” Keene reminds him of the time 
he chipped concrete out in the Valley after an earthquake, 
and his mode of transportation was none other than the 
actor’s Porsche. Recognition sparks on Downey’s face. 
“Oh yeah! That car was repossessed eventually.”

ENTOURAGE  
Downey relaxes on 

Keene’s lap 
outside the artist’s 

L.A. studio, while 
Keene’s wife, Robbi 

Chong (left), and 
Downey’s wife, 

Susan, ignore them.

Keene reminds Downey 
of when he chipped 
concrete in the Valley 
after an earthquake 
but drove to work each day 
in the actor’s Porsche.
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190 YEARS AGO
A MAN BET ON HORSES AND CHANGED

WATCHMAKING FOREVER.

v i s i t and shop montblanc .com

In 1821, at a horse race in Paris, Nicolas Rieussec successfully tested his
revolutionary invention that allowed time to be recorded to an accuracy of a fifth
of a second. The chronograph was born. Today, the Montblanc TimeWalker
ChronographAutomatic is a tribute to 190 years of the chronograph’s technical
evolution. 43 mm stainless steel case, skelleted horns and sapphire crystal back,
black dial with red gold-plated hands and indexes. Crafted in the Montblanc
Manufacture in Le Locle, Switzerland.

We’re celebrating this anniversary with “The Beauty of a Second” short-film contest,
presented byWimWenders. Enter now at montblanc-onesecond.com. Every second counts.
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ON WIVES

It’s not really fair, according to Downey, to talk about 
Keene’s career without talking about Chong, his wife of 
20 years. It was through Chong and Downey’s ex-wife, 
Deborah Falconer, that the two men fi rst met. “She 
doesn’t have a brush in her hand,” says Downey. “But 
whatever has occurred in his career has to do with her. 
When you’re creative, you never turn off . It gets intense 
sometimes, and you want to fi nd a partner who will 
work for both of you.” 

Suffi  ce it to say, Susan Downey is at the epicenter of 
her husband’s career. (They met on the set of “Gothika,” 
which she produced. It was one of the fi rst fi lms he made 
after he got sober.) “With Robert being such a magnetic, 
creative person, Susan is the perfect match in channeling 
it into what we see now—their incredibly successful 
partnership,” Keene says. “Susan is his safety, his sound-
ing board, his protector and his grounding force.” Rarely 
does one see either man without his better half. “We’re 
very dynamic gentlemen, I would like to say that. But we 
also know our place,” says Downey with a laugh.   ON WORK

Downey admits that his knowledge of art is still a 
work in progress, and with this friendship has come 
an education. Through years of collecting, Downey’s 
acquisitions include works by the abstract painter 
Roni Stretch and street artist Shepard Fairey. But the 
majority are works by Keene. “You like things that are 
quite powerful,” Keene says to his friend. “You don’t 
like pretty pictures. You like Egon Schiele, so very 
dark, very powerful fi gurative painters. I guess I fi t into 
that category to a certain degree, with some weight in 
it for sure.” Downey quickly responds: “Speaking of 
weight, you’ve taken off  quite a bit of poundage. You 
look gorgeous. There was expansive Toby there for the 
better part of a decade.” Keene blushes at his friend’s 
compliment. “I think I’ve lost about 20; I was getting 
somewhat Schnabelesque.”  

All told, the Downeys own about a dozen of Keene’s 
works. Perhaps the most important is a massive trip-
tych, entitled “Until the Sun Turns Black,” which fea-
tures Robert and Susan underneath a large tree. It sits 
on a wall outside the offi  ces of their production company 
in Venice. Keene couldn’t use regular paint because the 
sun and the elements would ruin it, so he used gold-leaf 
metals in blue, gold and green. “It’s beautiful,” Downey 
muses. “And it’s something we would never sell. How 
long will it last?” Keene’s response: “Until the day I die, 
because I’ll keep touching it up.” 

Keene is equally enthusiastic about Downey’s craft. 
He recalls visiting Downey on the set of the 1995 fi lm 
“Restoration” one morning when the actor was  sud-
denly handed fi ve new script pages: “He read them 
through quickly and then walked onto the set and did 
them without having to refer back—verbatim. He has 
an almost photographic memory.” While Downey had 
the script down cold, one of the other actors didn’t. 
Downey didn’t need to stick around for the scene, but 
he did anyway. “Robert uses an incredible amount of 
self-discipline to shape his characters, and he’ll stay 
in that frame of mind to help the other people around 
him. It’s that great Downey generosity.”

ALL TALK The 
artist (left) and 
actor catch up 
after not seeing 
each other for 
a few months.

DOUBLE TROUBLE Downey (left) and Keene just hanging out on Santa Fe Avenue in L.A.
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FUTURE CLASSIC
How does a storied French accessories house go about designing a new iconic look? 

For Bruno Frisoni of Roger Vivier it’s taken four years and a lot of geometry  BY MEENAL MISTRY

M A K I N G  I T

DESIGNER AT 
WORK Roger 

Vivier’s artistic 
director, Bruno 

Frisoni, standing in 
front of sketches  

for potential shoes 
in his Paris office.

Portrait by Estelle Hanania
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A T THE HOUSE OF ROGER VIVIER, THE BUCKLE 
reigns supreme. That open square of silver 
hardware recalls the fanciful footwear of 
French kings (not designed by Vivier) as well 

as the supremely discreet, low-heeled black pumps 
worn by Catherine Deneuve in “Belle de Jour” (famously 
designed by Vivier in 1967). The buckle, which has 
adorned Vivier shoes and handbags for more than four 
decades, is a signature that you recognize without real-
izing that you have. In short, it’s the stuff  that luxury 
brands dream of.

But Bruno Frisoni, the dashing, bespectacled and 
asparagus-slim Frenchman who is artistic director 
of the label, has quietly been masterminding another 
house signature: the Prismick. This month, Vivier 
is launching a full collection of shoes and handbags 
designed with soft leather appliqués, some color-
blocked, that all have a sharp, geometric look. Each 
piece is handmade in Italy. The star is the “Shopper,” a 
roomy everyday leather bag with chain handles based 
on not-so-everyday ideas. “The shape is like a paper 
bag,” says Frisoni, sitting in his airy, book-fi lled Paris 
offi  ce, which has a huge stuff ed elephant in one corner 
and his painterly sketches covering an entire wall. “It’s 
always good when you can relate it to something famil-
iar without it being the same at all.” 

Though the bag’s general rectangular form is strong 
and simple, the Prismick is crafted from roughly 80 
precisely cut interlocking diamonds of buttery Italian 
leather. These are stitched separately onto a suede 
base, a technique that requires about 22 square feet 
of leather for a single bag. The result, which takes an 
artisan in Vivier’s factory in the Le Marche region of 
Italy a day and a half to complete, is a satisfyingly thick 
texture that elegantly expands when full. “They’re not 
attached, so they move,” says Frisoni of the diamonds. 
“That’s what makes it special.” 
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DRAWING CLASS  
Frisoni’s illustrations for the 
Prismick collection, which 
he always hand-sketches in 
notebooks from Papier Plus.

PURE GEOMETRY
A sculpture by 

Xavier Veilhan, 
whose work 
inspired the 

Prismick collection; 
Frisoni at his 

desk, with Vivier’s 
signature shoe 

buckle framed in 
the background. 

The Prismick 
bag, which 
was named by 
merging the 
words “prism” 
and “gimmick,” 
is amusing 
and light, in 
keeping with the 
brand’s DNA.

THE RIGHT TRIANGLE 
A wood clutch, leather bags 
and a color-block shoe 
(above) from Vivier’s 
new Prismick collection; 
Rem Koolhaas’s Casa 
da Música in Portugal, 
another visual reference.  
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CONNECT THE LINES 
Clockwise from below: Yves 

Saint Laurent’s 1965 Mondrian 
collection, with Vivier shoes; 

a cutout stencil creates the 
diamonds for the “Shopper”; 

sculpting the final shape.
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IN THE BAG 
Clockwise from 
left: Artisans 
stitch roughly 80 
diamonds to create 
the bag; the finished 
Prismick shoulder 
bag in kelly green; 
the paper bag–like 
“Shopper” in coffee; 
a color-block heel 
from the collection.

 W HEN THE DESIGNER JOINED VIVIER IN 
2002, he had an impressive résumé with 
stints designing accessories for a variety 
of French houses, beginning with Jean-

Louis Scherrer at the age of 20. Three years later, he 
moved on to the ateliers of Lanvin and Christian Lac-
roix. He launched his own label in 1999 before get-
ting the call from Diego Della Valle—the CEO of Tod’s 
Group also owns Vivier—to revive the French house 
after the founder’s death in 1998. (Frisoni closed 
his own label at the end of 2010 to focus on Vivier.) 
The 51-year-old designer has done his best to, in his 
word, “synthesize” his predecessor’s innovations, 
like the slightly concave 1963 “Comma” heel as well 
as the original designer’s flights of fancy, such as 
ostrich feathers and baroque embroidery. In fact, 
the Prismick, which was named by Frisoni by merg-
ing the words “prism” and “gimmick,” is amusing 
and light, in keeping with the brand’s playful DNA. 
“It’s very functional,” 
says Frisoni. “It’s not 
for cocktails, evening. 
But I only do propos-
als, and then women 
wear it.”

The genesis of 
Frisoni’s prisms began 
about four years ago, 
when he began study-
ing the ubiquity of 
graphic, geometrical 
shapes. He points to a 
chunk of rock crystal 
on a shelf. Frisoni also mentions Rem Koolhaas’s Casa 
da Música in Portugal, French artist Xavier Veilhan, 
who creates fi gurative sculptures of animals and 
human beings abstracted into faceted forms, even the 
two-dimensional geometry of Piet Mondrian, which 
neatly brings Prismick full circle: Roger Vivier cre-
ated the shoes for Yves Saint Laurent’s famous 1965 
Mondrian collection.

As has always been his style, Frisoni fi rst created 
rough sketches in hardbound notebooks from Paris’s 
Papier Plus. (His bookshelf has stacks of them.) The 
sketches were then transferred to heavy stock paper 
that was shaped into a three-dimensional bag. After 
developing a few initial pieces that expressed his 
idea quite literally—a faceted, pear-shaped sapphire 
evening bag with a translucent interior; the Vivier 
“Shock” heel with harlequin-like yellow and gold 
triangles—Frisoni wanted a subtler take on the geo-
metric motif. “I tried to soften the idea,” he says. “I 
understand that when it’s faceted it’s beautiful, but I 
tried to make it simple, more understated.” 

With the Prismick, Frisoni has created a run-
around bag for the Vivier woman, who he describes 
as the “ultimate citizen girl” in his charming, 
malapropism-peppered English. That woman is per-
sonifi ed by Inès de la Fressange, the statuesque, elegant 
former model and muse to Karl Lagerfeld, who now 
plays both muse and ambassador for Vivier. “I love tall 
girls,” says Frisoni, with a mischievous smile. “I love 
Parisian girls, the kind who love to do the wrong thing 
with the police.”  

“The shape is 
like a paper 

bag. It’s always 
good when you 

can relate it 
to something 

familiar without 
it being the 

same at all.”
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FORMER EDITOR OF FRENCH VOGUE, WRITER AND ACTRESS, 62

“I always wear Yves Saint Laurent 
perfume for men plus Shalimar, together.

 And my father’s watch.”

Four women with a striking sense of individual style model the ultimate diamonds. 
No two stones, or great dames, are alike

PORTRAIT OF A LADY

JEWELRY

Places  Things

JOAN JULIET BUCK

1211_GreatDames_01.indd   64 10/28/11   1:45:48 AM

December 2011  65

1980S POWERHOUSE GALLERIST, CURATOR AND CONSULTANT ON CONTEMPORARY ART, 70

“I have a very unfeminine body shape: no waist, bosom or hips at this point, but since my stomach sticks out, everything 
has to work around that problem. Like almost all of us, I’m obsessed about weight. I wear black a great deal. 

The only thing I really care about is always having the scents I wear: Joy by Jean Patou and Calèche by Hermès.”

RIGHT: Chopard earrings 
Chopard.com; Harry 

Winston necklace and ring 
(right hand) Harrywinston

.com; Graff Diamonds 
brooch and ring (left hand, 

bottom) Graffdiamonds
.com; deGrisogono 
ring (left hand, top) 

Degrisogono
.com; Ralph Lauren Fine 

Jewelry bracelets (from 
left) $73,200 and $83,800 

Ralphlaurenjewelry
.com; Prada dress $3,410 

Prada.com; Salvatore 
Ferragamo fur coat, 

800-628-8916

LEFT: Bulgari earrings 
and necklace Bulgari.com; 

Leviev ring Leviev.com; 
Graff Diamonds bracelet 

Graffdiamonds
.com; Chopard bracelet 

Chopard.com; Louis 
Vuitton leather top $2,725 

Louisvuitton.com 
All others, price upon request CLARISSA DALRYMPLE
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CO-PRINCIPAL ARCHITECT OF HARIRI & HARIRI, MODERNIST AND MOTHER OF TWO DAUGHTERS, 55

“I love jewelry and accessories that have bold forms and large scale. This way, one is looking at a piece of art, not 
a typical product. In my profession you have to always be ready for a construction-site visit or an art 

opening. So I have learned to be like my architecture: edgy, sculptural, yet glamorous and sophisticated.”

Van Cleef & Arpels earrings 
$36,300 Vancleef-arpels
.com; Graff  Diamonds 
necklace Graff diamonds
.com; Stephen Russell cuff  
212-570-6900; Pomellato 
ring (right hand) $11,900 
Pomellato.it; Ralph Lauren 
Fine Jewelry ring (left 
hand, bottom) $19,000 
Ralphlaurenjewelry.com 
Taffi  n ring (left hand, top) 
212-421-6222; Narciso 
Rodriguez jacket $2,795 
Narcisorodriguez.com; 
Nina Ricci belt 
Neimanmarcus.com 
All others, price upon request GISUE HARIRI
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B a k u B e a v e r C r e e k B e i j i n g B u e n o s A i r e s C a n b e r r a C h i c a g o D u b a i G o a H a m b u r g I s t a n b u l J e d d a h M a l d i v e s

M e l b o u r n e M e n d o z a M i l a n M o s c o w Pa r i s S a i g o n S a n D i e g o S e o u l S h a n g h a i S y d n e y T o k y o T o r o n t o Wa s h i n g t o n , D C Z u r i c h

E x p e r i e n c e t h e e s s e n c e o f i n d i v i d u a l l u x u r y

a t s t u n n i n g l o c a t i o n s w o r l d w i d e .

F o r r e s e r v a t i o n s , v i s i t p a r k h y a t t . c o m . l u x u r y i s p e r s o n a l ™

HYATT,®® PARK HYATT,®® and related marks are trademarks of Hyatt Corporation. ©2011 Hyatt Corporation. All r ights reserved.

We attend to ever y deta i l .

Because at any moment ,

to any of our guests ,

i t could be the most important

thing in the wor ld .
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NEW GRANDMOTHER AND TUTOR FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES, 65 

“My haircut changed everything. I always had the traditional long bob, you know, ‘pageboy,’ we used to call it. About 10 or 
12 years ago, I just had it all chopped off . I fi nd that jewelry looks really good with short hair. I search hard for unusual 

pieces. I was in India last year and I got a cuff  that’s about 10 inches. I do try to fi nd the big pieces because I’m kind of tall.”

Sotheby’s Diamonds 
earrings and necklace 
Sothebysdiamonds.com; 
bracelets, from left: Graff  
Diamonds Graff usa.com; 
Sotheby’s Diamonds 
Sothebysdiamonds.com; 
Graff Diamonds Graff usa
.com; Stephen Russell 
212-570-6900; Louis 
Vuitton dress $8,495 
Louisvuitton.com; 
Carolina Amato gloves 
$225 Carolinaamato.com 
All others, price upon requestDALE M. LAROCCA
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Verdura earclips Verdura
.com; Leviev necklace 
Leviev.com; Stella 
McCartney dress $3,365, 
212-255-1556 
All others, price upon request JOAN JULIET BUCK
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Sotheby’s Diamonds 
ring (right hand) 
Sothebysdiamonds
.com; H. Stern bracelet 
(top) $27,500 Hstern.com; 
Graff Diamonds bracelet 
(bottom) Graffusa.com; 
de Grisogono necklace 
$228,000 Degrisogono
.com; Hermès ring (left 
hand), by special order, 
$140,000, 800-441-4488; 
Vionnet dress $6,210 
info@vionnet.com 
All others, price upon request 

Hair: Esther langham
Makeup: Pep Gay at 
Streeters for Dior BeautyCLARISSA DALRYMPLE M
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 R EGGIO EMILIA, A SMALL CITY ABOUT TWO 
hours north of Florence, has traditionally served 
as a company town for the Italian fashion house 
Max Mara. The Maramotti family, who founded 

Max Mara, owns a hotel here (Albergo delle Notarie), 
a restaurant (Caff e Arti e Mestieri), a stake in the local 
bank (Credito Emiliano) and an art museum featuring 
the Collezione Maramotti. Reggio Emilia also happens 

74  December 2011

THE CULTURE OF 
UNDERSTATEMENT

Over its 60-year history, the fashion house Max Mara has quietly 
amassed a museum-worthy art collection, turning the city of Reggio 
Emilia into an unlikely cutting-edge destination  BY CHRISTINA PASSARIELLO 

A R T  T O U R

MUSEUM WORTHY Collezione Maramotti (above) features works from 1945 onward, including “Figure With Fake Square Pencil Point” by Mark Manders and public sculptures like these by Eliseo Mattiacci (below). 

to be the location of the company headquarters, which 
employs 1,000 locals. But Luigi Maramotti, the com-
pany’s current CEO, is quick to point out that all these 
investments are not a branding exercise related to their 
fashion business. (He does concede that the hotel accom-
modates many visitors who come to work with Max 
Mara.) “We’re not using art to promote our brand. We are 
totally against using our family passion this way.”

Photographs by Paolo Leone
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In 2003, the company moved out of the industrial 
buildings on the outskirts of town into new headquar-
ters designed by the London-based fi rm John McAslan 
& Partners, a sleek glass-and-steel aff air that looks over 
manicured lawns. Soon after, the family launched a 
program inviting artists to create public works around 
Reggio Emilia. A few years ago, Sol LeWitt painted 
“Whirls and Twirls,” colorful lines that look like psych-
edelic spaghetti, on the ceiling vault of the 18th-cen-
tury reading hall in the town library. The program has 
resulted in artwork dotting the local landscape—there 
are sculptures by Luciano Fabro and Robert Morris in 
the cobblestone courtyards of a musical school as well 
as at the university. Three rectangular metal poles with 
astrological signs carved at the top by Italian artist 
Eliseo Mattiacci stand on the lawn of a former metal 
foundry, which often serves as a makeshift soccer fi eld 
for young boys.

The Maramottis’ largesse has turned Reggio Emilia 
into an unlikely spot for cutting-edge art and design. 
Across town, two other artists, Claudio Parmiggiani 
and Jannis Kounellis, have taken up residence to cre-
ate works in a Renaissance brick cathedral, while not 
too long ago, the Spanish architect Santiago Calatrava 
designed and built three futuristic-looking bridges in 
the region’s countryside—en route to Max Mara’s head-
quarters. Luigi, who runs the company with his sister 
and brother, is modest about how Max Mara jump-
started all this creative ambition. “Some projects can 
be carried out better in a small environment.”

But it’s Collezione Maramotti, which opened in 2007 
in a former clothing factory on the city’s outskirts, that 
is the fl agship of the family’s patronage. It was the life-
long dream of Achille, who died in 2005. The fi rst fl oor 
showcases Italian and European art from the ’40s to 
the ’80s, tracing the evolution of movements like Arte 
Povera and the Roman school of Pop Art with works by 
Lucio Fontana, Vito Acconci and Sandro Chia. There 
are also pieces by Francis Bacon, Georg Baselitz and 
Sigmar Polke. The second fl oor features more contem-
porary pieces by Americans such as Peter Halley, Mike 
Kelley, Alex Katz, Tom Sachs and Christopher Wool. The 
museum receives about 20,000 visitors per year. 

Living and working in Reggio Emilia, farther away 
from more glamorous cities like Milan and Paris, allows 
the Maramotti family to foster a richer environment for 
both locals and visitors. “The fact that we live in a small 
city generates the need to look at the world in an open 
way,” Luigi says. “Sometimes people who live in a big city 
are provincial because they think they have it all there.”  

As Max Mara became 
more successful, 

founder Achille Maramotti 
realized that business 
and culture go hand in 

hand and elected himself 
town benefactor. 

The Maramottis’ love of art and discretion started 
with Achille, the family patriarch and company 
founder, who wanted to bring Parisian fashion to 
Italian ladies back in 1951. The company built its repu-
tation by producing high fashion at an aff ordable price: 
a stylish knit suit, well-tailored trousers, the perfect 
camel coat—a cashmere double-breasted number that 
hits just below the knee is still a best seller. Max Mara 
has always taken a high-quality, no-fuss approach, 
quietly hiring as consultants some of the biggest 
designer names, including Karl Lagerfeld, Domenico 
Dolce and Stefano Gabbana, Proenza Schouler’s Jack 
McCollough and Lazaro Hernandez and Giambattista 
Valli. “We defi ne ourselves more as a design company 
than a fashion company,” Luigi explains. As Max Mara 
became more successful (today the $1.7 billion corpo-
ration produces 19 lines and has 2,300 stores around 
the world), Achille realized that business and culture 
go hand in hand and decided to elect himself Reggio 
Emilia’s benefactor.

FINE ARTS Clockwise 
from far left: Christopher 
Wool’s “Drunk (W6)” 
and “Hole (W30)”, and 
(foreground) Barry X 
Ball’s “Sculpture 10/11” at 
the museum; Tom Sachs’s 
“The Choice (Ghetto 
Sculpture Park)” is also 
part of the collection; 
Sol LeWitt’s “Whirls and 
Twirls” in the town library.

Collezione Maramotti is open Thursday through Sunday. Go to collezionemaramotti.org for more information.
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GUCCI
Gucci’s Made To Measure service is a personalized,
luxury sartorial offering for the modern day
gentleman. Each garment is impeccably tailored,
from select fabrics and customizable options, for
a truly unique experience.

gucci.com

HARRYWINSTON
With a subtle combination of round and marquise
diamonds, the delicate design allows for an
exquisite expression of a timeless style. The Lily
Cluster Collection by Harry Winston visit

harrywinston.com

HUGO BOSS
Make sure you get what you want this holiday
season and find the perfect gift for everyone on
your list. Enjoy free shipping for the entire month
of December. It’s our gift to you.

hugoboss.com

PAUL & SHARK
Iconic sweater jacket still valued and demanded
by men who appreciate quality & Made in Italy.
Lifestyle sportswear collection offers great color
and technical detail for those with discerning tastes.

paulshark.it

Like stylish punctuation, accessories complete the
World of Zegna with everyday functionality spanning
from urban casual to upscale formal.
Discover the Leather Accessories Collection at

store.zegna.com

VICTORINOx SWISS ARmY
Feminine, Timeless and Elegantly Understated.
Victorinox Swiss Army is proud to introduce the
new Ladies’ Victoria Diamond.

swissarmy.com
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Photographs by Nigel Shafran

THE WISH 
 LIST What do men and 

women really crave in a 
gift? From evenings spent 
between the fi nest sheets 

to a few days away with just the guys, 
let this be your guide

HAND-EMBROIDERED SHEETS IN CRISP COTTON BY D. PORTHAULT, THE 90-YEAR-OLD PURVEYOR OF 
THE FINEST FRENCH LINENS

D. Porthault boudoir shams, from $165 to $250 Dporthaultparis.com
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There’s wealth in
an approach where integrity is a priority.

There’s Wealth in Our Approach.

Investments I Trust Services I Credit & Banking Solutions I Asset Management

At RBC Wealth Management®, our approach has always been, and always will be, dedicated
to putting the needs of our clients first. With the integrity, strength and stability of Royal
Bank of Canada, we are committed to helping our clients realize the life they envision.
This approach has made us one of the world’s top 10 wealth managers.* To learn more,
visit www.rbcwealthmanagement.com.

*Scorpio Partnership Global Private Banking KPI Benchmark 2011. The value of investments may fall as well as rise. You may not get back the full amount that you originally invested.
® / ™ Trademark(s) of Royal Bank of Canada. Used under licence. Above mentioned services are offered through Royal Bank of Canada or its affiliates. In the U.S. RBC Wealth Management is a
division of RBC Capital Markets, LLC. Member NYSE/FINRA/SIPC.

RBC Wealth Management is the global wealth business of Royal Bank of Canada and affiliates.



THE WISH LIST: HIS

Places  Things

RESPONSIBILITY-FREE SKI TRIP, WHERE EVERY DETAIL HAS BEEN EXPERTLY ARRANGED
Black Tomato will arrange an all-inclusive ski vacation to Big Horn Revelstoke in British Columbia, from $9,130 per person per week, 888-341-9663; A&K Villas can organize a private villa and skiing in 

the Alps in Zermatt, Switzerland, from $3,150 per person per week, Akvillas.com; DPS skis $1,200 Dpsskis.com; Globe-Trotter Centenary suitcase $1,675 Jcrew.com; Oakley goggles, Paragonsports.com
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THE WISH LIST: HERS

Places  Things

A SEASONAL BOUQUET CUSTOMIZED FOR YOUR INTERIOR AND DELIVERED EACH WEEK—WITHOUT EVER HAVING TO THINK ABOUT IT
Arrange with your local florist first. These flowers by Nicolette Camille Floral Design, New York, weekly delivery from about $150, Nicolettecamille.com.

In Chicago, try Jayson Home and Garden 800-472-1885. In Los Angeles, Dandelion Ranch 323-640-1590. Both from about $75 weekly

82  December 2011
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INTRODUCING THE CARD THAT CAN TURN

A TRIP INTO AN EXTRAORDINARY JOURNEY.

The New Citi ExecutiveSM / A eAdvantage® World EliteTM MasterCard®

■ Admirals Club® membership privileges

■ No foreign transaction fees on purchases*

■ Waived domestic baggage charge on first checked bag

■ Elite qualifying miles

■ Enhanced airport experience

■ No mileage cap

To learn more, visit citiexecutiveaadvantage.citi.com
or call 1-800-475-1093.

*The standard variable APR for purchases — 15.24%; standard variable APR for cash advances — 25.24%. The variable Penalty APR is up to 29.99% and may be applied if you make a late payment or make a payment that is returned. The annual fee is $450.
Also, other fees will be assessed. Minimum interest charge — $0.50. Cash advance fee — either $10 or 5% of the amount of each cash advance, whichever is greater. Balance transfer fee — either $5 or 3% of the amount of each transfer, whichever is greater.

Additional terms, conditions and restrictions apply.
American Airlines reserves the right to change the AAdvantage® program rules, regulations, travel awards and special offers at any time without notice and to end the AAdvantage® program with six months’ notice. Any such changes may
affect your ability to use the mileage awards or credits that you have accumulated. Members may not be able to obtain all offered awards at all times or use awards for all destinations or on all flights. AAdvantage® travel awards, mileage
accrual and special offers are subject to government regulations. Unless specified, AAdvantage® miles earned through this promotion/offer do not qualify toward elite status qualification. American Airlines is not responsible for products
or services offered by other participating companies. For complete details about the AAdvantage® program, visit www.AA.com/aadvantage. AmericanAirlines, AAdvantage, AAdvantage with Scissor Eagle design, Admirals Club and Scissor
Eagle design are trademarks of American Airlines, Inc.

Citibank is not responsible for products or services offered by other companies. Cardmember benefits are subject to change.

©2011 Citibank, N.A. Citi, Citibank and Citi with Arc Design are registered service marks of Citigroup Inc. Citi Executive is a service mark of Citigroup Inc. MasterCard® is a registered trademark of MasterCard International Incorporated.
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BECAUSE MEN LIKE TO COOK WITH FIRE
From left: Wolf outdoor grill and cart $7,480; Sub-Zero outdoor refrigerator $2,630; Wolf outdoor warming drawer and front $2,295 Subzero-wolf.com 
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patrongift.com
simply perfect.

This holiday season, give the world’s finest ultra-premium tequila.
Madewith only hand-selected100%Weber blue agave.

eliminate regifting.

The perfect way to enjoy Patrón this holiday season is responsibly.
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THE WISH LIST: HIS

Places  Things

A CLASSIC TIMEPIECE MAKES EVERY MAN LOOK COOLER AND MORE ELEGANT
Patek Philippe Calatrava watch (far right) $23,000 Patek.com; Breguet Classique watch (center) $19,000 Breguet.com
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Jeep is a registered trademark of Chrysler Group LLC. Interiors

thanks to its numerous controls,
real wood, and premium leather,
it’s become untouchable.
Jeep® grand cherokee overland summit

the most awarded suv ever.



THE WISH LIST: HERS

Places  Things

THE NE PLUS ULTRA EXPERIENCE OF HAVING HAUTE FASHION CREATED JUST FOR YOU AND ONLY FOR YOU
Chanel Haute Couture, by special request, +33-1-42-86-28-00
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THERE ISN’T A POT OF COPPER AT
THE END OF THE RAINBOW.

No one dreams of finding a pot that’s filled
with anything but gold. After all, it’s the
ultimate symbol of wealth.

Now it’s more accessible than ever, thanks
to SPDR® Gold Shares. When you invest in
GLD, you get a precise way to add gold to
your portfolio. And you get an asset that
offers diversification potential because it’s
generally not tied to the ups and downs of
broad US equities.*

So stop searching for a pot of gold and start
investing in one. Scan the QR code with your
smartphone to visit spdrs.com/GLD for details.

*Source: Over the 10-year period ending June 30, 2011, gold’s correlation with the S&P 500® has been -0.01 with 0 being
uncorrelated and 1 being perfectly correlated (StyleADVISOR, June 2011).
Important Information Relating to SPDR Gold Trust:
The SPDR Gold Trust (“GLD”) has filed a registration statement (including a prospectus) with the Securities
and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) for the offering to which this communication relates. Before you invest,

you should read the prospectus in that registration statement and other documents GLD has filed with the SEC for more complete information about GLD and this offering. You may
get these documents for free by visiting EDGAR on the SEC website at www.sec.gov or by visiting www.spdrgoldshares.com. Alternatively, the Trust or any authorized participant
will arrange to send you the prospectus if you request it by calling 1-866-320-4053.
ETF’s trade like stocks, are subject to investment risk, fluctuate in market value and may trade at prices above or below the ETF’s net asset value. Brokerage commissions and GLD expenses will reduce returns.

Diversification does not assure a profit and may not protect against investment loss.
Investing in commodities entails significant risk and is not appropriate for all investors.
“SPDR” is a registered trademark of Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC (“S&P”) and has been licensed for use by State Street Corporation. No financial product offered by State Street Corporation or its
affiliates is sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by S&P or its affiliates, and S&P and its affiliates make no representation, warranty or condition regarding the advisability of buying, selling or holding units/shares

in such products. Further limitations that could affect investors’ rights may be found in GLD’s prospectus.
For more information: State Street Global Markets, LLC, One Lincoln Street, Boston, MA, 02111 • 866.320.4053 • www.spdrgoldshares.com.
Not FDIC Insured – No Bank Guarantee – May Lose Value
IBG-4541
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Places  Things

BECAUSE BIGGER IS OFTEN BETTER
Sony Electronics Bravia TV $6,000 Sony.com; or not pictured Sony Electronics 4K projector VPL-VW100ES if you want big without the screen $25,000 Sony.com/es
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TRAVELLUX
Your Ticket to the World’s Most Luxurious Escapes

TO RECEIVE MATERIALS: Circle the number on
the attached card that corresponds to your selection
and mail to WSJ. Magazine.

STAY
1. Beaver Creek

Beaver Creek is a destination resort that people visit to
leave the world behind offering privacy, an intimate
mountain setting and provides outstanding guest service
with the promise of “Not exactly roughing it”.
800-608-4849
beavercreek.com

2. Bellagio
AAA Five Diamond Bellagio overlooks a Mediterranean-
blue lake in which fountains perform a magnificent ballet.
Award-winning dining, world-class art, sumptuous spa and
luxury shopping add to the symphony that is Bellagio.
866-519-7117
bellagio.com

3. The Breakers Palm Beach
The Vacation of a Lifetime awaits. Immerse yourself
in a one-of-a-kind experience at Florida’s iconic
oceanfront resort and enjoy FREE Benefits through
December 25, 2011.
888-539-1037
thebreakers.com

4. The Broadmoor
The Five-Star Five-Diamond Broadmoor resort in
Colorado spans over 3,000 acres featuring 3 championship
golf courses, tennis, dining, retail, spa, and more.
866-334-3697
broadmoor.com

5. The Colony Hotel Palm Beach
The Colony exudes charm and a truly friendly feeling.
It’s where New York goes when Broadway snows! Featuring
our Royal Room Cabaret, great food, top-notch music
and entertainment. Blocks from Worth Ave & the Beach.
800-521-5525
thecolonypalmbeach.com

6. Fairmont Banff Springs
The Fairmont Banff Springs offers stunning vistas,
Fairmont Gold, golf, exceptional cuisine, Willow Stream
Spa, and world renowned skiing within minutes. Discover
all the exciting activities in Banff.
866-540-4406
BSHreservations@fairmont.com

7. Inspirato
Hottest New Desitination Club. Luxury vacations don’t
have to cost a fortune. You’ll find amazing value in
Inspirato’s members-only nightly rates, service experience,
and growing portfolio of vacation destinations.
888-546-5008
Inspirato.com

8. Intercontinental
Experience a destination by living its culture. At InterConti-
nental Singapore, every moment of your stay will open your
eyes to the city’s rich Peranakan heritage, complemented
with the expert local knowledge of our Concierge.
800-424-6835
intercontinental.com

9. Mandarin Oriental
A family of luxury individual hotels and resorts, each with
their own distinct personality yet inherently linked to their
exotic oriental roots.
mandarinoriental.com

10. One&Only
Cast like jewels across a tropical worlds, the resorts of
One&Only entice with the promise of extraordinary
discovery. Each offers exquisitely private accommodation
and genuinely gracious service.
888-205-1463
oneandonlyresorts.com

11. Pan Pacific Hotels
‘Preferences by Pan Pacific’ allows you to design your
stay just the way you like it, with guaranteed late check
out and an additional preference like breakfast.
877-324-4856
panpacific.com

12. Pelican Hill
The Resort at Pelican Hill, a place like no other, along
the coast of Newport Beach in Southern California.
800-820-6800
pelicanhill.com

13. The Phoenician
Capture the moment. With elegant accommodations,
award-wining cuisine, a stunning golf course and lavish
spa, The Phoenician is where your highest expectations
are always exceeded. Welcome to legendary luxury.
800-955-7352
thephoenician.com/wj

14. Sandals
A Sandals Luxury Included® Vacation transforms the
everyday into something extraordinary. At 14 resorts
created for two people in love, you get what you want,
when you want it, because Sandals provides more quality
inclusions that any other resorts on the planet.
800-SANDALS
sandals.com

15. Setai
The Setai Fifth Avenue, a Capella Managed Hotel features
Manhattan’s most spacious accommodations soaring
above famed Fifth Avenue. Its sophisticated Bar on Fifth,
world-class Auriga spa and Chef Michael White’s Ai Fiori
restaurant are three of New York’s top experiences.
877-235-5031

16. Shangri – La Hotels and Resorts
Shangri-La Hotels and Resorts – offering hospitality
from the heart at over 70 hotels and resorts. Discover
Asia Pacific’s leading luxury hotel group.
866-565-5050.

17. Sofitel
Sofitel Luxury Hotels are the ambassadors of French
elegance around the world. Live a Magnifique life
from Paris to New York, From Montreal to Cairo.
800-SOFITEL
sofitel.com

18. Taj
Taj Hotels Resorts and Palaces: From authentic Indian
palaces to landmark city hotels, from dazzling resort
properties to pastoral safari lodges, enjoy a thoughtful
blend of tradition and modernity in the distinctive and
highly personal Taj manner.
866-969-1825
tajhotels.com

19. Turning Stone Resort • Casino
In the heart of NY State, Turning Stone Resort • Casino
presents award-winning accommodations and dining,
full-service spas, championship golf, indoor sports, meeting
services, and world-class entertainment and gaming.
800-771-7711
turningstone.com

20. Waldorf Astoria® Orlando
The luxurious Waldorf Astoria® Orlando, located within
the gates of Walt Disney World® Resort, offering lavish
accommodations, impeccable service and world-class
amenities such as spa, golf and dining.
888-353-2009
waldorfastoriaorlando.com

EXPLORE
21. Cayman Islands

Eric Ripert hosts the world’s best chefs and sommeliers for
the Cayman Cookout January 12-15, 2012 in the Cayman
Islands, the culinary capital of the Caribbean.
caymanislands.ky/cookout

22. Ireland Behind the Scenes
Personal entree to a hidden Ireland with a luxurious
approach that leaves lasting impressions on sophisticated
travellers. Travelling with Patsy Malone is a blend of
extraordinary private visits, luxury hotels and cultural
delights that offer an intimate experience rarely enjoyed
by any other Ireland tour.
855-292-9595
irelandbehindthescenes.com

23. Journey Through Ireland
Journey Through Ireland Ltd has 40 years experience
providing customized, personalized and high quality
touring resulting in comments such as ‘”It was an Irish
Symphony of perfection!” Call and chat with
Conn O’Scannlain CTC DS.
800-828-0826
irelandtouring.com

24. Mexico
On your next vacation discover Mexico, the place
you thought you knew, and experience Mundo Maya,
fabulous beaches, culture and traditions in top notch
accommodations.
www.visitmexico.com

25. Monaco
In February 2012, discover the rich culture of the
Principality of Monaco as the prestigious Les Ballets
de Monte-Carlo performs at Costa Mesa’s Segerstrom
Center and NYC’s Joyce Theater.
VisitMonaco.com/us

26. Monterey County Convention & Visitors Bureau
So Much to Discover. Pack your sense of adventure.
A sporting tapestry of scenic golf courses, off-road bike
paths, beachfront trails, and endless ocean await
you in Monterey.
866-900-9188
SeeMonterey.com

27. Puerto Rico Tourism Company
Book your vacation now at see puertorico.com or
call 800-866-7827 for more information.
Puerto Rico Does it Better!

DRIVE
28. Hertz

Hertz gives you the luxury of easy travel. With thousands of
locations, a wide range of vehicles, and unbelievable rates.
800-654-3131
Hertz.com

CRUISE
29. Celebrity Cruises

Vacation in modern luxury with Celebrity Cruises® Enjoy
world-class accommodations. Award-winning dining in up
to 12 distinctive restaurants. Intuitive service with a keen
eye for detail. And doing as much (or as little) as you want
in world-wide destinations. That’s modern luxury.
800-CELEBRITY
CelebrityCruises.com/explore

30. Oceania Cruises
Oceania Cruises is the world’s largest upper-premium
cruise line and offers a unique combination of exceptional
cuisine, luxurious accommodations, personalized service,
enticing destinations and extraordinary value.
800-404-6306
OceaniaCruises.com/WSJ

FLY
31. Delta

Experience award-winning luxury and convenience
with Delta Private Jets. Use the Delta Private Jets Card
to lock-in pricing for up to two years and arrange both
private and commercial travel.
877-541-3548
deltaprivatejets.com
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WHEN IN DOUBT, KNOW THAT SHE WON’T MIND JUST TAKING THE MONEY 
Valextra briefcase $3,390 Barneys.com
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GIVE the gift of
extraordinary TASTE

Enjoy Café-Quality Italian
Espresso for only $175*
(a $445 value)

Exclusive Holiday Offer
For a limited time, you can
purchase the Francis Francis X8
with this very special offer when
you simply purchase 4 cans of
iperEspresso coffee capsules.

30-day risk-free trial

Inspire the coffee lover on your holiday list with incomparably smooth illy espresso

and the one-touch Francis Francis X8 machine. The innovative X8 uses next

generation technology featuring a two-stage extraction process, all within a simple,

no-mess coffee capsule. The result? An intensely aromatic, full-bodied espresso

with a rich, long-lasting crema. It’s a gift as inspired as the season.

*With a four can iperEspresso coffee capsule purchase. Offer valid through 6/1/12 and subject to availability.

To order: illyusa.com/UPWD11 or call 1-877-469-4559. Use Code: UPWD11



PocketWatch PW1 49mm

WristwatchWW1 45mm - Alligator strap

Bell & Ross Inc. +1.888.307.7887 . information@bellrossusa.com . e-Boutique: www.bellross.com

THE SURREAL LIFE
98 DECADENT DRESSING

106 ENGLAND’S GRANDEST PILES
114 THE SUBLIME FOOD OF SPAIN

122 THE UNSUNG HERO OF DECORATION
134 FASHION’S DARK HORSE 
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Resplendent, 
slightly decadent,
glamorously
surreal fashion 
brings a much-
needed spirit of 
eccentricity to 
the year’s end
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Opening page: Giorgio 
Armani trench coat $56,500 

and vest $1,195 Armani.com; 
Dior Fine Jewelry ring (right 

hand) $14,300 and ring (left 
hand) $6,800, 800-929-3467; 
John Galliano hat, price upon 

request, Johngalliano.com; 
Sophie Hallette tulle (pictured 

throughout), Sophiehallette.com

This page: Christian Dior coat 
$4,800, dress $5,400, boots 

$1,800 and clutch $2,250, 
800-929-3467; Haider 

Ackermann shirt (worn as cape)
 $900 Haiderackermann.be; 

Christophe Coppens 
hat by special request 

Christophecoppens.com; 
Heather Huey headband 

$98 Heatherhuey.com; 
On him: Hugo tuxedo $950, 

tuxedo shirt $145 and tie 
$95 Hugoboss.com; 

sunglasses model’s own

Opposite: Boss Black dress 
$1,395 Hugoboss.com; Manish 

Arora fur scarf $2,500 
Mishanicole.com; Bernhard 

Willhelm head piece, by special 
request, Bernhard-willhelm
.com; Vivienne Westwood 

earrings, price upon request, 
Viviennewestwood.co.uk; 

Boucheron bracelets $16,000 
(bottom) and $18,000 (top) 

Boucheron.com; Dolce 
& Gabbana clutch $1,375 

Dolcegabbana.com; Givenchy 
by Riccardo Tisci boots 

$1,050 Bergdorfgoodman.com
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This page: Bottega Veneta 
gown $18,000 Bottegaveneta

.com; Givenchy by Riccardo 
Tisci jacket $2,010 Jeffrey 

New York, 212-206-1272; 
Gareth Pugh clutch $920 

Dover Street Market +44-20-
7518-0680; Iris van Herpen 
X United Nude shoes, price 

upon request, Irisvanherpen
.com; Louis Vuitton eye mask 

$198,000 Louisvuitton.com; 
Stephen Jones for Iris van 

Herpen head piece, by special 
request, Irisvanherpen.com

Opposite: Gucci dress 
$10,000 Gucci.com; Ralph 

Lauren Collection shirt 
$998 Ralphlaurencollection

.com; Heather Huey hat 
$498 Heatherhuey.com; 

Repossi earrings, price upon 
request, Barneys.com
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This page: Ralph Lauren 
Collection jacket $10,000 and 

shirt $998 Ralphlaurencollection
.com; Ann Demeulemeester 

pants $3,650 
Anndemeulemeester.be; 

Heather Huey head piece, by 
special request, Heatherhuey

.com; Giuseppe Zanotti shoes 
$930 Giuseppezanotti.com; 
Sergio Rossi clutch $2,060 

Sergiorossi.com; Repossi ring, 
price upon request, Barneys.com  

Opposite: Valentino Haute 
Couture cape, price upon 

request, 212-772-6969; 
Nicolas Andreas Taralis 

shirt $735 Antonioli.eu; 
Peachoo+Krejberg skirt $900 

Maxfield L.A., 310-274-8800; 
Heather Huey head piece 

$328 Heatherhuey
.com; John Galliano shoes 

$935 Johngalliano.com; Dolce 
& Gabbana clutch $2,725 

Dolcegabbana.com; Vivienne 
Westwood earrings $105 and 

pin (on clutch) $25 for set 
of six Viviennewestwood.co.ukM
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UPSTAIRS, 
DOWNSTAIRS

AND IN
BETWEEN
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If you are to the manor born, you can fi nd the 
cost of maintaining the family castle downright 

ignoble. As a result, some owners of British 
estates are opening their doors to lucrative 

private tours—and even sleepovers—for history 
buff s and antiques connoisseurs

 F EW EPIGRAMS ABOUT MAINTAINING A COUN-
try estate ring as true as one uttered by a 
member of Hollywood royalty now living in 
the South of France. “It takes a lot of money 

to lead a simple life,” remarked Johnny Depp. These 
days the simple life is perhaps priciest in Great Brit-
ain, where, unlike the sage actor, most owners of 
stately homes made their money the old-fashioned 
way: They inherited it. Moats, turrets and draw-
bridges can be splendid to behold, but if your home 
is truly your castle, the upkeep can be overwhelming. 
Imagine the cost of restoring hundreds of rotted oak 
beams and replacing stonework on castellated walls 
four feet thick. Or replicating 12-ton iron gates and 
mending roofs measured in acres, not to mention 
heating a great hall with ceilings three stories high. 
No wonder many aristocrats can no longer mind their 
manors and have either put them on the market or 
donated them to the National Trust.

Some of England’s peers have found more creative 
solutions. They not only inhabit their ancestral piles, 
but run them as businesses too, dangling their glittery 
goods like fi shing lures to attract much-needed cash. 
“In the United States, we tend to have a romantic view 
of owning a great British estate,” says Tom Savage, the 
director of museum aff airs at Winterthur, the 175-room 
Delaware estate of the late chemical heir Henry Francis 
du Pont, which houses the foremost collection of 
American furniture and decorative objects. “But often 
the veil falls when you see inheritors to whom collect-
ing is not a choice but an encumbering obligation: Out 
of economic necessity, they’re doing everything in their 
power to hold on to what they’ve got.” 

For more than 20 years, Savage has been hooking 
up connoisseurs of the decorative arts with the own-
ers of England’s great estates, where most of the fi nest 
antiques are to be found. He regularly takes groups of 
12 to 16 Americans on private tours of British homes 
and country houses, even having them stay (as pay-
ing guests) for a night or two. Not in the old laundry 
or the converted stables, but in the mansion itself 
while the owners look on, content in the knowledge 

that the visiting Yank is helping to keep their home-
stead humming.

“It’s always satisfying to crack a previously 
uncracked house,” Savage says, referring to those 
yet unexplored by antiquities hunters. “I love having 
this privileged view of a lifestyle that is probably not 
sustainable. I always seem to walk into the last days 
of Camelot.” After the party is over, the butlers and 
footmen tend to vanish and the hosts repair to the 
kitchen for a midnight snack. “You can fi nd them by 
the kitchen telly eating Weetabix,” Savage says. “The 
illusion is over.” 

“Castle creepers” is what the British sometimes call 
tourists who poke around the contents of a stately home. 
Savage prefers to think of the well-heeled Colonials he 
shepherds around less as creepers than house partiers. 
“The English entertain on a grand scale, with a full com-
plement of servants,” he says. “Often the owner of the 
house or garden greets the group, shows them around 
and joins them for a meal on heirloom Wedgwood. The 
whole point of the trip is to be a participant.”

For their money, the participants get a cultural edu-
cation as well as access and authenticity. “This is seri-
ous art history that just happens to be taught over quail 
eggs and cocktails,” Savage notes. The aristocrats with 
whom his guests hobnob are the Real McCoy—not ones 
who have bought their titles on the Internet to fulfi ll a 
craving for upper-class respectability.

“These are all hardworking and diligent property 
owners with a sense of duty and commitment toward 
conserving their estates for future generations,” says 
the Virginia-born Savage, an unapologetic royalist. 
“One misstep, an inappropriate marriage, or worse—
an expensive divorce—can do immense damage to a 
place that a family has looked after responsibly for 
hundreds of years.” The estate owners tend to wel-
come Savage’s house partiers as they would old and 
dear friends. “They immediately put everyone at 
ease,” he says. Among his favorite private homes are 
Ugbrooke House, Castle Hill, Frampton Court and 
Eastnor Castle. “They’re all very diff erent,” he says. 
“Each has its own story of survival.”

THE DRAWING ROOM at Eastnor Castle near Wales, which brings in nearly $5 million each year from events and other activities.

B Y  F R A N Z  L I D Z   P H O T O G R A P H S  B Y  J O H N  S P I N K S
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 C ANAPÉS IN ONE HAND, FLUTES OF CHAM-
pagne in the other, the house partiers pass 
in hushed awe before the family portraits in 
this superbly maintained Tudor mansion. 

Redolent in diamonds and lace and a silk fi shtail skirt, 
Lady Cliff ord—everyone calls her Clarissa—motions 
toward the saturnine fi gure in the painting at the top of 
the staircase. The fi gure has a long scruff y beard and a 
faraway look in his eye, not unlike that given by a dead 
mackerel on a fi shmonger’s slab. “The chap with the 
beard is William, the 10th Baron Cliff ord of Chudleigh,” 
she announces. “We all know him as Silly Willie.”

In this corner of Devon, where many families go back 
centuries, people talk of their long-dead ancestors as if 
they expect them to walk in the door any minute. There’s 
little chance of running into the wildly eccentric Silly 
Willie, who died in 1943 at age 85 after winning fame as 
the founder of the Mystic Evolution Society. (Its credo: 
“We live in the age of perfect government.”) “Silly Willie 
was a farmer in New Zealand,” Lady Cliff ord says. “His 
property was so overrun with rabbits that he decided to 
make his fortune by canning them.”

“Did he make a living at it?” a house partier 
inquires.

“Hardly,” she says. “Silly Willie knew nothing about 
canning, and after he had killed half a dozen people 
with ptomaine poisoning, his cousins suggested it was 
time to move on.”

Lady Cliff ord, the second wife of the family’s 14th 
lord, moved into Ugbrooke 17 years ago. Nestled in 
peaceful parklands landscaped by Lancelot “Capability” 
Brown, the estate boasts 3,000 acres of grounds, 
including dozens of tenant houses, herds of sheep and 
cattle, an orangery and a Catholic chapel consecrated 
in 1671. The house, remodeled in the 1760s by the great 
Robert Adam, experienced damaging indignities dur-
ing World War II, after which it became a grain store. 
In 1957, Hugh, the 13th lord, arrived with his family 
from Australia and undertook what his son, Tom, the 
current Lord Cliff ord, calls “the massive task of making 
the house habitable.” What Lord Cliff ord No. 13 merely 
made habitable, the current Lady Cliff ord, a London 
decorator, brought back to life. “Sweetheart,” she told 
her husband, “you could transform this house without 
spending a bean on it.” Which she did, by repositioning 
furniture and plundering the attic for lost treasures. 
(For several beans, she restored the interiors.)

The treasures range from tapestries given to Thomas, 
the fi rst Lord Cliff ord, by Cosimo de’ Medici to a sport-
ing rifl e used by Lewis, the ninth Lord, who fought with 
Custer at Yellowstone River. One of the bigger fi nds was 
Adam’s architectural plan, commissioned by Hugh, the 
fourth Lord Cliff ord. “The fourth lord may have been a 
pain in the butt as a client,” notes Lady Cliff ord. 

Stored in the staircase was the secret royal pardon 
that Charles II issued to the original Lord Cliff ord. The 
document granted immunity from the bitter recrimina-
tions to Catholicism that cost others their heads. More 
than 300 years later, Lord Hugh Cliff ord was cited for 
speeding and tried to test the validity of the pardon 

in traffi  c court. “It didn’t go at all well,” reports Lady 
Cliff ord. His Lordship was fi ned £50.

These days the Cliff ords help run the estate through 
Ugbrooke Enterprises. They hire out the venue for 
receptions and corporate retreats. Of all their entre-
preneurial ventures, Lady Cliff ord says she’s keenest 
on Savage’s overnight tours. She welcomes the guests 
with genuine warmth, immediately putting every-
one at ease. “Clarissa knows what American visitors 
expect,” Savage observes. “The baths are huge, the lin-
ens superb.” 

To diff erentiate the numerous bedrooms, some have 
been named for notable lodgers of the distant past. The 
Duchess of Norfolk’s Room is opulently decorated with a 
carved four-poster bed and the needlework of Mary, the 
ninth Duchess of Norfolk, whose sister Elizabeth married 
the third Lord Cliff ord. The Cardinal’s Room has been 
outfi tted with a 19th-century prelate’s personal eff ects, 
but not the 19th-century prelate. (He’s buried in Rome.)

In the 19th century, Ugbrooke was renowned for its 
lavish theatrical parties. “Entertainment is what this 
house was designed for,” Lady Cliff ord says. “Today, 
entertainment washes its face.” At a drawing-room soi-
ree, Lord Cliff ord bellies up to a table and pours glasses 
of wine from his New Zealand vineyard. “This vintage 
of Riesling is superior to any produced in Germany,” he 
tells the revelers. “You’re all welcome to buy a case.” 
Lady Cliff ord mingles beneath a Jacob Huysmans oil of 
Catherine of Braganza, wife of Charles II. “I’m wearing 
Catherine of Braganza’s earrings,” she says.

For Lady Cliff ord, the best thing about being 
chatelaine of Ugbrooke may be that she literally is 
the hostess with the mostest. Atop the grand piano is 
a photo of her wearing the Cliff ord tiara. Then again, 
she doesn’t take her status all that seriously: Beside 
her photo is one of Clover—the clan’s late, lamented 
lurcher—crowned by the same jeweled coronet.

UGBROOKE HOUSE
Lord and Lady Cliff ord of Chudleigh

NEAR AND FAR 
Setting the 
table for supper 
(above right) at 
Ugbrooke House 
(below), which 
boasts 3,000 
acres of grounds.
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RUN OF THE 
HOUSE Saskia 
(left) and Sophie 
help in the 
tea room on 
Ugbrooke’s open 
days; Lord and 
Lady Cliff ord of 
Chudleigh (below 
left) regularly 
regale guests 
with their colorful 
family history; 
and the walls of 
the drawing room 
at Ugbrooke 
House (below) 
are covered with 
17th-century 
portraits.
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AT YOUR SERVICE 
Butlers Robert Smith 
(above left) and Gary 
Lindley (right) unpack 
for guests and serve 
each meal at Castle Hill 
(below), available for 
shooting parties and 
musical performances.

ROYALTY 
SLEPT (AND

 SLEEPS) HERE
Portraits of

 royal ancestors
 preside over
 the drawing

 room (above);
 Lord and Lady

 Arran (near
 right) refer

 to monetizing
 access to their

 home as “a
 positive route

 forward”; Lady
 Margaret’s 

bedroom (below).
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 T HE EARL OF ARRAN HAS A RESERVATION OR 
two about hosting guests as a revenue-raising 
scheme, but he’s a good sport about it and tries 
to enjoy the role. As the house partiers are ush-

ered into his presence, he emits a curious high cry which, 
to borrow a phrase from P.G. Wodehouse, he may have 
picked up from some wild duck of his acquaintance.

“Do you like white ladies?” he asks one of the guests, 
a New Orleans gynecologist named Quinn Peeper.

“I beg your pardon,” the startled Peeper says.
“A white lady, the drink,” says the earl, mischie-

vously. “Gin, Cointreau and lime juice. It’s delightful.”
Slim and splendidly erect, Lord Arran pairs his 

deep-blue blazer and white pocket square with 
mango-colored trousers. A Conservative govern-
ment minister for nearly a decade, he was one of the 
last hereditary peers to sit in the House of Lords. 
He and the countess—better known as Tommy and 
Nell—live in Palladian House, a Georgian-style man-
sion perched on a gently rolling slope that overlooks 
Castle Hill estate, 5,500 acres of ornate gardens, park 
woodlands and pastures in North Devon. “I’m funda-
mentally a farmer,” Lady Arran says, referring to the 

estate’s dairy herd of British Friesians. “People have 
said such marvelous things about the grounds,” adds 
Lord Arran. “I can hardly believe they were sober.”

Lady Arran descends from the House of Fortescue, 
which is said to date from William the Conqueror. 
She grew up in the mansion, a replica of the original 
house built in 1730 by Hugh Fortescue, the 14th Baron 
Clinton and fi rst Baron Fortescue of Castle Hill. “In the 
1930s, a huge fi re gutted the center block of Palladian 
House,” she says. “My grandparents, the fi fth Earl 
Fortescue and his wife, rebuilt it immediately.” The  
park and gardens have been under restoration pretty 
much ever since. “The estate is a huge responsibility,” 
says the indefatigable Lady Arran. “We tinker away 
around the edges, doing our best.”

The couple has embraced diversifi cation as what 
Lady Arran calls a “positive route forward.” Castle 
Hill now hosts everything from seasonal shooting par-
ties to the National Sheep Dog Trials. This summer a 
concert by the English tenor Russell Watson was 
staged on the cow pasture. Part of the profi ts were 
plowed into the property.

It was Lady Arran’s idea to redecorate the entire 

west wing of Palladian House and turn it into a 
hitching post for house partiers, concerts and wed-
dings. When her oldest daughter, Lady Laura Melissa 
Fortescue-Gore, married Major James Anthony L’Etang 
Duckworth-Chad, both Princes William and Harry were 
guests. In Britain, the chief obligations of the titled 
are to survive inheritance taxes, hang on to the fam-
ily silver and provide an heir. Lady Arran has jumped 
through all these hoops, alongside doing her part for 
charity. Among other things, she is patron of the Royal 
Devon Yeomanry, vice chairman of the governors at 
West Buckland School, president of the Calvert Trust 
Exmoor, patron of the Forget-Me-Not Trust and mem-
ber of the Prince of Wales’ Council.

Lady Arran clearly loves to conduct tours and 
expound on her heritage. When Savage’s rolling house 
party makes a pit stop, she deconstructs the rather 
stolid portrait of the wife of Matthew, the second 
Baron Fortescue of Castle Hill. “Lady Fortescue appar-
ently had nothing else to do but sit on her bottom and 
get painted,” says Lady Arran. As if on cue, her rascally 
husband strides in from his study and asks, “Is every-
one suffi  ciently inebriated?”

CASTLE HILL
The Earl and Countess of Arran

HOUSE PARTY
Guests enjoy 

cocktails in the 
drawing room of 

Castle Hill.
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 F RAMPTON COURT ESTATE HAS A LIBIDINOUS 
history. Jane Cliff ord was reputedly born in 
the stone and timber-framed manor some 
860 years ago. A romantic entanglement with 

Henry II prompted him to call her his “rose of the 
world,” hence the handle “Fair Rosamund.” According 
to legend, Henry’s jealous queen, Eleanor of Aquitaine, 
off ered his mistress the murderous alternative of a dag-
ger or a cup of poisoned wine. “Jane managed to dodge 
the choice,” says Rollo Cliff ord as he leads Savage’s 
party past a hedge of Rosa Mundi, the red-and-white 
striped rose named for her. “She died in a nunnery.”

Rollo was born in the manor, too, though not in 
the tiny, oak-paneled bedroom known as Rosamund’s 
Bower. In 1963, his family moved from the quirky 13th-
century manor to Frampton Court, the 18th-century 
mansion just across the village green. Twenty years 
later he moved back into the manor with his wife and 
four children. The estate now comprises 1,500 acres of 
meadows, woodlands and lakes harboring a profusion 
of wildfowl and 17 species of dragonfl y, the most boun-
tiful in all of Gloucestershire. “We’re based on farm-
ing here,” Rollo says, “and at the mercy of the ups and 
downs of the agricultural world.” Meanwhile, the cost 
of preservation goes only in one direction: up. Historic 
structures need regular attention, and in England even 
basic work must be carried out to a high standard. “You 
really need a bank or an oil well in the family, and we’ve 
got neither,” says Rollo. “This estate is like a big open 
mouth that you have to feed with money.”

In 2001, a full-scale restoration of the 16th-century 
wool barn (the frame is homegrown oak; the roof, 
Cotswold stone tile) cost £500,000, or more than 

$800,000. With the aid of generous grants, the building 
was faithfully patched up. “The government helped out 
with a sting in its tail,” allows Rollo’s oldest daughter, 
Jessie. “We had to open the place to the public.”

Frampton Court mansion, unoccupied by the family 
since the death of Rollo’s mother, Henriette, became the 
tourist centerpiece. Built for a Bristol customs offi  cial as 
a sort of bachelor pad, the house is a fabulous fusion of 
baroque and Palladian architectural styles, its orangery 
capped by a parapet edged with pinnacles and battle-
ments. “It’s terribly grand,” sighs Jessie, a 33-year-old 
milliner who keeps a studio on the ground fl oor and 
lives in the nearby village. “And everything else on the 
estate isn’t so terribly grand.”

“We pay a small fortune just to keep the house 
warm, and it’s never warm,” she says. “The reality is 
that we’re just trying to keep on top of the running 
costs.” Jessie is saying this while she, her husband and 
a team of caterers in starched uniforms serve lunch to 
Savage and his house partiers. “Whoever is in charge 
on the estate is just a temporary custodian,” she says 
with a hint of resignation. 

There doesn’t seem to be much chance that Jessie will 
ever be awarded custody. By the feudal principle of pri-
mogeniture, she and her two sisters have been relegated 
to the bottom of the stately pile, below their kid brother, 
Peter. Their father, Rollo, was the second of three sons. 
His older brother, David, apparently disinherited him-
self. “David is a bohemian musician,” Rollo says. “He 
didn’t want anything to do with Frampton.”

Jessie does regard having lived at Frampton as a heavy 
privilege. “With the weight of eight centuries of history 
on your shoulders, the concern is cocking it all up.”

THE HELP
Marion Kemp, a 
keen hunting lady 
from the village, 
helps serve lunch 
at Frampton Court 
(left); the 18th-
century orangery 
(below) plays 
host to families 
and friends 
and “discerning 
holiday-makers 
seeking elegance 
and an idyllic 
setting,” according 
to the property’s 
website.

MANSION FOR 
HIRE Frampton 

Court (left), a mix 
of Baroque and 

Palladian styles, 
“is like a big open 
mouth you have 

to feed,” says Rollo 
Cliff ord (right) with 

his wife, Janie.
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FRAMPTON COURT
Rollo and Janie Cliff ord
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 A GENTLEMAN WHO SHOOTS A SPRINGBOK 
antelope faces the same dilemma as a gen-
tleman who shoots his mother-in-law: What 
do you do with the body? James Hervey-

Bathurst suggests that you stuff  the antelope. But he 
hedges on the disposition of the dispatched in-law. 
Hervey-Bathurst is the owner of Eastnor Castle, a 
stone-clad family fortress set on 5,000 acres in the 
Welsh Marches on the western fl anks of Malvern Hills. 
On this particular afternoon in the Great Hall, a stuff ed 
lion (actually, a half-lion) grazes in a display case while 
Savage’s party of house-hunters lolls about on well-
stuff ed sofas. The room—a veritable taxidermy hall of 
fame that measures 55 feet high, 60 in length and 30 
wide—is one of nearly 100 in a Norman Revival citadel 
that has been alternately lauded as one of the fi nest 
examples of 19th-century historicism and ridiculed as 
mock-medievalism.

Eastnor Castle was built between 1812 and 1820, 
for the second Baron Somers, by Sir Robert Smirke, 
the architect of the British Museum. It is most cel-
ebrated for the interior decoration by Augustus Pugin, 
carried out two years after he remodeled the House 
of Lords in the same neo-Gothic style. The drawing 
room is his most complete room outside the Palace 
of Westminster. Hervey-Bathurst’s mother, Elizabeth, 
was the daughter of the sixth baron. “After the war, she 
and my father contemplated dynamiting the house,” 
he says, “but they gave up the idea when told the cost.” 
During the 1950s, the couple retreated to the more liv-
able rooms on the south side that had once housed the 
servants. “That part of the house still constitutes the 
family apartments,” Hervey-Bathurst says.

When he inherited Eastnor in 1986, much of the 
castle had been uninhabited for decades and was in 

a state of daunting disrepair. Hervey-Bathurst and 
his fi rst wife, Sarah, dedicated themselves to turning 
the dilapidated landmark into a commercial enter-
prise. They refurbished and extended central heating, 
restored six bathrooms and turned the Great Hall into 
the kind of drawing room favored by an Edwardian 
house party. The refurbished guest bedrooms include 
the chamber—hung with 18th-century hand-painted 
Chinese wallpaper—where Queen Mary (Queen 
Elizabeth II’s grandmother) slept on a visit in 1937. “Her 
Royal Highness didn’t take a fancy to anything in our 
collection,” Hervey-Bathurst tells the couple Savage 
has picked to occupy the chamber for the night, “so it 
remained intact when she left.”

To fi nance this vast chunk of stately history, Hervey-
Bathurst and his second wife, Lucy, hire out the castle 
for events ranging from weddings in the Pugin Room to 
the Big Chill music festival in the 300-acre deer park. 
“Eastnor easily could have been abandoned by the fam-
ily or repurposed for institutional use,” Savage says. 
“Instead, James adapted the house for nuptials and 
light corporate functions and, of course, the more inti-
mate house parties—when it really comes to life.”

Today, the estate brings in just under $5 million a 
year. “The money covers the running costs, but not 
the repair costs,” says Hervey-Bathurst, who until 
recently represented British country-house owners as 
president of the Historic Houses Association. “A major 
repair project wipes out the profi ts.” The strain of run-
ning a castle at least partly accounted for his divorce 
from his fi rst wife. In a very public split that echoed 
“Lady Chatterley’s Lover,” the viscount’s daughter 
reportedly dumped Hervey-Bathurst and ran off  with a 
gamekeeper from her father’s Yorkshire estate. 

“She wanted a smaller place,” he says.
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U.K. GOTHIC
The owners of 
Eastnor Castle, 
James and Lucy 
Hervey-Bathurst 
(above), finance 
the upkeep 
on their stately 
home by 
hosting weddings 
and festivals.

WELSH WONDERLAND 
Eastnor’s Front of House 

Manager, Ben Chapman 
(far left); the castle 

exterior (above); and 
red bedroom (left).

GETTING IN 
The Henry Francis du Pont Collectors 
Circle was founded in 1984 by 
Winterthur Museum donors with 
a strong interest in antiques and 
a commitment to preserving 
Winterthur’s reputation as the 
preeminent institution for the study 
of American decorative arts. 
Benefi ts of being a patron include 
entrée into public and private 
collections and travel opportunities in 
the U.S. and abroad. Future itineraries 
include Boston, Tuscany and, in 
June 2012, England as the private 
houseguests of the Earls of Bradford 
at Westin Park. Cost varies; past tours 
range from $5,000 to $10,000.

For information call 
302-888-4878 or email
mthurlow@winterthur.org.
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EASTNOR CASTLE
James and Lucy Hervey-Bathurst
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114 TREE OF LIFE The olives attached to this miniature tree at El Celler de Can Roca, the award-winning Catalan restaurant, are both delectable and unforgettable.
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IMAGINE A TREE, A LIVING, MINIATURE OLIVE TREE, WHOSE BRANCHES BEAR HEAVY, 
golden fruit shining like poisoned apples in the late-afternoon sun. The tree is a bon-
sai of sorts, gnarled and thick-trunked, rooted in a vessel that appears to have been 
fashioned from the earth itself. Not without diffi  culty, a man in a dark suit heaves it 
onto your table. You understand without being told that you are to pluck one of the 
glittery orbs and pop it into your mouth. Its skin, crisp and brittle, shatters under 
your teeth, releasing a complex brine, all ocean, sugar and decay, which fades to a 
subtly penetrating bittersweetness that lingers until it is washed away with a sip of 
cold wine. Does the substance of the fruit matter? The moment is sublime.

This olive, wrapped with a bit of anchovy into a microscopically thin membrane of 
caramel, is the fi rst thing you taste at El Celler de Can Roca, a Catalan restaurant  that 
ranked second in the world on the San Pellegrino World’s 50 Best Restaurants list 
this year. It is a perfect representation of the possibilities of Molecular Gastronomy, 
or Techno-Emotional cooking, or Modernist Cuisine, where advanced cooking tech-
niques and exotic ingredients are valued as much for their narrative possibilities as 
for what they might bring to a plate. 

Homer would have appreciated Can Roca’s olive tree. Cranach would have painted 
it. Nietzsche would have understood it. Golden fruit set into motion the Trojan War, 
Götterdämmerung and, of course, expulsion from Eden. But more to the point, Can 
Roca’s tree can be seen as a challenge to the “spherifi ed olive,” the famous explosion 
of olive essence contained only by a thin membrane of its own jellied juices, that was 
among the gastronomic miracles at Spain’s El Bulli, which in its last days this summer 
became less a restaurant than a shrine. El Bulli’s chef, Ferran Adrià, has achieved a 
level of fame usually reserved for heads of state. He is celebrated as an artist, an inven-
tor, a poet. Ambitious diners mourned the restaurant’s demise—it will reopen in 2014 
as a kind of culinary think tank—when they realized that they were never going to 
have a chance to visit the smallish seaside dining room, which had already been deny-
ing more than 2 million requests each season. The world agreed: Adrià was not just a 
great chef but perhaps the greatest. The king is dead. Long live the king.

Even if your face may be known in every three-star in Paris, and Osaka kaiseki 
chefs tremble at the sound of your name, there is nothing quite like your fi rst taste 
of high-church Modernist Cuisine, which is to say that branch of Adrià-inspired res-
taurant cooking whose fi rst concern is presenting things as they are not. If you have 
been served a foam, a gel, a powder, a snow or an egg of strangely perfect consist-
ency, you have experienced Modernist Cuisine. If your last piece of  lamb or salmon 
felt rare but was obviously cooked through, that was Modernist too. Modernist 
tools, including the dehydrator, the liquidizer, the immersion circulator, the low-

EATING
SPAIN 

If you were going on a cook’s tour of the 
ultimate food destination in the world 

today, you would fi nd yourself in 
Spain. Our intrepid gourmand travels
 ahead to serve as your personal taster 

B Y  J O N A T H A N  G O L D
P H O T O G R A P H S  B Y  T H I B A U L T  M O N T A M A T
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temperature steam oven, the rotovap, the smoke gun 
and the fl ask of liquid nitrogen, are now fi xtures of res-
taurant kitchens everywhere in the world. 

Still, even if you have dined at the most important 
Modernist restaurants in the United States, including 
Alinea, WD-50, Moto and Bazaar, whose chefs can all 
concoct spherifi cations and invert-sugar resins with 
one eyedropper tied behind their backs, you really 
haven’t experienced Culinary Modernism until you’ve 
tasted it in Spain, where even  journeyman chefs know 
how to convert foie gras into hoarfrost and mango 
into bouncy caviar. Culinary Modernism may extend 
to every world kitchen equipped with a vacuum sealer 
and a jar of xanthan gum, but it is best understood as 
a subset of Spanish cuisine, and in Spain it is every-
where. A hotel coff ee shop in Bilbao may off er dishes 
like ostrich loin confi t or raw duck with lychee ice 
cream and chocolate vinaigrette. A pintxos bar in San 

Sebastián may feature sous-vide pigeon breast with 
beet-juice “blood” and edible buckshot. 

Ever since the fi rst championship season a decade 
ago, when foodies realized the omnipresent foams, the 
repurposed breakfast cereal and concoctions of eel and 
apple had to come from somewhere, and serious cook-
book shelves seemed as naked without fantastically 
expensive volumes from Adrià and Oriol Balaguer as 
they had without Alain Ducasse and Michel Bras just 
the year before, it has been taken for granted that Spain 
has the most inventive restaurant culture in the world. 

The cream of the G450 
crowd subtly began to 
nudge their yachts away 
from Monaco’s Le Louis XV 
toward Roses and El Bulli, 
and San Sebastián more or 
less replaced Lyon as the 
destination of choice for 
young travelers who use 
$50 hotel rooms as a base 
for exploring $500 meals. 
And more important, Spain began to draw the very best 
stagiaires, the itinerant, highly skilled apprentice chefs 
without whose largely unpaid labor Europe’s fi nest res-
taurants would cease to function. 

The Spanishness of Modernist cooking owes a lot to 
the dominance of Adrià, who codifi ed its tropes as surely 
as Escoffi  er cataloged the grand world of 19th-century 
cream sauces, but also because it is from Spanish soil that 
its fl avors erupted: exceptionally fragrant olive oil, bit-
ter almonds and pigs nourished on the acorns from cork 

oaks; small, oily fi shes; snails fed on rosemary; saff ron 
and dark chocolate; squid ink and roses; tomatoes and 
olives. The two centers of the movement, Catalonia and 
San Sebastián, may be the parts of the country closest to 
the evolved restaurant culture of France, but the essence 
of the cuisine could not be less French. Many of the best-
known Modernists, including Roca, Adrià and Mugaritz’s 
Andoni Luis Aduriz, have literally introduced Spanish 
soil as an ingredient, distilling its essence to perfume an 
oyster or sprinkling it onto a dish of steamed hake. 

I had been sent to Spain to explain why it might be the 
best restaurant country in the world. I was to do this on 
the basis of Modernist restaurants alone, restaurants on 
the San Pellegrino top 50 list, without reference to tapas 
bars or seafood dens, century-old suckling-pig special-
ists or rural taverns that fi red their paella over fruit-
wood. This required a next-to-impossible reservation at 
El Bulli. Suddenly I was just one more supplicant trying 
to get a seat at Adrià’s restaurant before it closed. I put 
in calls, faxes and emails to Luis Garcia, the charming 
yet elusive gatekeeper at El Bulli, but compared to him, 
Rao’s infamous Frankie No may as well be a yes-man. 

EL CELLER DE CAN ROCA

 THIS IS HOW I WOUND UP STARTING MY MODERNIST 
Cuisine tour: not at El Bulli but at nearby rival El Celler 
de Can Roca, up the Costa Brava, through the olive-green 
hills and into the handsome cathedral town of Girona. If 
you neglect to spring the extra couple of euros for a GPS, 
you will be seeing quite a bit of Girona before you realize 
that the restaurant is not in the middle of town but on 
its industrial outskirts, half a dozen roundabouts past 
anything you’ll recognize on a map.

Can Roca, a severe wooden fortress hovering over 
its small street, is reachable only through a deserted 
courtyard. On display in the long entranceway, as is 
usual in Modernist restaurants, are enough restaurant-
associated volumes to stock a small bookshop. The din-
ing room is arranged in a triangle around a glassed-in 
grove of birches, a space just waiting to star in a bit of 
eco-architecture porn from Dwell. 

Joan Roca—his brothers Jordi and Josep serve as 
pastry chef and sommelier—is credited as the fi rst 

chef to use an immersion 
circulator, a tool that 
is now in almost every 
kitchen in Europe. He 
wrote what was for years 
the only manual on sous 
vide cooking. He invented 
cigar-smoke ice cream. 
He was an early adopter 
of deconstruction, which 
in Modernist Culinary 

terms means isolating the sensations of a dish and 
then recombining them in unexpected ways—his ver-
sion of the traditional escalivada, for example, a kind 
of Catalan ratatouille grilled very slowly over a smoky 
fi re, is presented here as soft globes of zucchini, pep-
per and eggplant served under a smoke-fi lled dome. 

When you are served sole, it is not just a fi llet, but 
a section of fi sh taken apart, deboned and put back 
together with meat glue, then served with fi ve dif-
ferent sauces, fennel, olive, orange peel and pine nut 

among them, daubed on the plate in abstract-expres-
sionist brushstrokes—fi ve sauces, fl at and undistin-
guished by themselves, that in combination express 
the Catalan Mediterranean. 

There is a certain grammar to meals at Modernist 
Spanish restaurants, which as a customer you are 
expected to understand. You will probably be led 
into the kitchen to shake hands with the chef or his 
designate, and you will admire its sterile modernity. 
You will be asked if you have any allergies or dislikes 
(often this comes months before the dinner, when you 
make your reservation). You will be told that a menu 
has been composed especially for you, which is techni-
cally true, although what you are served will be essen-
tially what everybody else in the restaurant is eating, 
and you will be handed a copy of this menu as a part-
ing gift. You will begin your dinner with a series of 
tiny dishes, universally called “snacks”—at Can Roca, 
these include chicken-skin crackers and fried anchovy 
skeletons fried in something like a Thai shrimp chip. 
(It can be diffi  cult to determine when the snacks end 
and the meal proper begins.) 
You will never see a price until 
after you have fi nished eat-
ing, but it will usually run up 
to $250 apiece before wine. 
You can usually get a complex 
wine pairing if you want one, 
but sommeliers realize the 
diffi  culty of matching dozens 
of almost abstract tastes, and 
may suggest a modest, food-
friendly wine from the region 
that will cost less than you 
expect. Every dish will be pre-
ceded by exhaustive instruc-
tions in the language of your 
choice, and the waiter is never 
happier than when he is able to 
tell you in which inlet today’s 
prawn was trapped. 

Jordi Roca may be best known for a dessert that 
attempted to evoke the experience of Lionel Messi 
scoring a goal in Barcelona’s Camp Nou stadium, 
complete with a soundtrack, synthesized grass and 
a simulated ball. Nothing quite so ambitious was on 
the menu the afternoon I visited, although there was 
an example of Roca’s Colourology series—following 
a Modernist chef is a bit like following an artist like 
Frank Stella; you are kind of expected to keep track of 
each season’s shows— which explored the gradations 
from shiso to eucalyptus to lime. You know: green 
things. He is known to construct desserts around the 
components of famous perfumes, and his white lemon 
sorbet was accompanied by a scent strip, which con-
jured images of eating Italian ice next to the fat lady 
in an elevator. Another composition juxtaposed black 
olive, licorice and caramel in a way that was supposed 
to (and actually kind of did) transform the collective 
fl avors into a rich, complex vanilla when you tasted 
them all together. 

It is reasonable to ask whether the Rocas are mak-
ing an art statement or a gesture of cuisine, whether 
the deconstructed escalivada, as an escalivada, adds 
anything to the version that Grandpa whipped up on a 

EL BULLI The castle of the once and future king, Ferran Adrià.

The dehydrator, the liquidizer, 
the immersion calculator, 
the smoke gun and the fl ask 
of liquid nitrogen are now 
fi xtures of restaurant kitchens 
everywhere in the world.
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MODERNIST MUSEUM The main dining room at El Celler de Can Roca. 

Can Roca’s escalivada 
is presented as soft 
globes of zucchini, 
pepper and eggplant 
served under a 
smoke-fi lled dome.

MY GIRONA  
Can Roca is located 
in the medieval 
town of Girona 
(left); escalivada, a 
dish of slow-cooked 
vegetables (above). 

HARD ROCA 
The three Roca 
brothers: Joan, Jordi 
and Josep (left); a 
waitress bearing the 
restaurant’s famous 
edible olive tree.
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CULINARY 
PILGRIMAGE
The property 
of Martín 
Berasategui in 
Basque Country 
(left), close to 
the ancient 
pilgrimage route 
of Compostela. 

SPANISH ARMADA 
Berasategui meets 

with his staff before 
the evening service 

(right); a kitchen with 
a view (far right).

ALTA COCINA The chef of 
the eponymous restaurant, 

Martín Berasategui, and his 
wife, Oneka Arregui (below); 

one of his signature dishes, 
Gorrotxategi, is egg resting on 
a liquid salad of red tubers and 

dewlap carpaccio (right).

The mille-feuille of eel with foie 
gras and apple, a dish that blasted 
its way through New York at the 
end of 1999, is still a classic at 
Berasategui, where it was born.
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hibachi. It may be overreaching, but the presentation 
of the sole seemed to refer less to a culinary precedent 
than to Roy Lichtenstein’s famous “Five Brushstrokes,” 
making it a sauce-based homage to a sculpture of a 
painting of a comic-book rendition of a wash of paint—
it was as clever and intellectually coherent as at least 
half the entries in last year’s Whitney Biennial. 

Food or art? It was a lot to chew on. I fi red off  another 
letter to Luis at El Bulli—“I have been dreaming that 
a table, or even a place at someone else’s table, might 
open up”—and started on the long, lonely drive to San 
Sebastián on the Atlantic coast, Spain’s other center of 
Modernist Cuisine. 

MARTÍN BERASATEGUI

 WHAT KIND OF EATING TOWN IS SAN SEBASTIÁN? IT’S 
a city where the concentration of tapas bars—called 
pintxos bars—makes Madrid look like Columbus, Ohio. 
It’s where businessmen cook for each other in private 
dining clubs instead of playing golf. It’s where you can 
consult that list of the 50 best restaurants in the world 
as casually as a traveler to Arizona might look at the 
crumpled page on Scottsdale steakhouses ripped out of 
an airline magazine—four of the 50 are in the metro-
politan area, which isn’t bad for a city of 400,000. It’s 
where Michelin stars are nice to have, but aren’t quite 
enough. Basques know how to cook, they know how to 
eat and they have the money to pay for it.

What I’m trying to say, I think, is that the standards 
are pretty high.

But I was still a little surprised to walk onto the ter-
race of Martín Berasategui, a restaurant I had been 
dying to visit for years, and fi nd a scene not far removed 
from what you would have found at a Michelin three-
star restaurant in late-’80s France. The tables were 
comfortable, the waiters white-gloved, the customers 
French-speaking, the rustic view almost choreographed, 
although we were in the middle of the residential sub-
urb Lasarte. The fl atware and the service pieces were 
signed; Berasategui is an enthusiastic cross-marketer. 
The wine list was largely French, which makes a certain 
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amount of sense—Bordeaux is within an easy morning’s 
drive. Luxury is clearly the lingua franca, here at the 
29th-best restaurant in the world. 

Berasategui’s ascendance slightly precedes that of 
Modernist Cuisine, and although I have no doubt that 
his kitchen bristles with the latest machinery, what 
comes out of it seems closer to 1980s nouvelle cuisine 
than it does to the chem-lab cooking of the Roca broth-
ers, when drama came from the elevation of ingredients 
rather than from their physical transformation. So that 
mille-feuille of eel with foie gras and apple, a dish that 
blasted its way through New York at the end of 1999? 
Still a classic at the restaurant where it was born, a 
layered composition of sweetnesses and richnesses 
that have no reason to work together, but are snapped 
into cohesiveness by the crisp tartness of thinly shaved 
green apple. There was the mandatory Modernist 
Explosion—in this case a plump raviolo in a light squid 
broth that burst into a nuanced gush of warm, buttery 
squid ink when you popped it with 
your tongue. A fennel “risotto,” 
with tiny, sautéed dice of the bulb, 
foamed fennel juice and slivered 
raw fennel, explored the nuances 
of that vegetable with an obses-
siveness straight out of primo 
Ducasse. And in probably the only 
dish that might qualify as High 
Modernist, there was a fi llet of 
rouget garnished with a mosaic 
of its own crunchy fried scales—
fried scales!—with seaweed and a savory white-choc-
olate foam. Still, by 2012, fried scales may be nearly 
as antique as a well-mounted sauce béarnaise. I could 
swear that I saw one of the women in the restaurant 
spoon-feeding the rouget to her infant. Clearly, Martín 
Berasategui was not Modernist enough.

It had been a long day. I drove to my hotel, perched 
above a crumbling theme park, atop a mountain over-
looking San Sebastián’s bay. I typed another letter 
to Luis: “A single tweet about my missed reservation 
drew 200 tweets in response,” I wrote. “They suggested 
every thing from vengeance to suicide.”

AZURMENDI

THE NEXT DAY DAWNED WARM AND CLEAR, AND BY 
the time I drew back the blinds, the beach far below was 
already crowded with sunbathers taking advantage of 
an unexpectedly sunny day in June. Would I join them? I 
would not. There was lunch to attend to, although not at 
Arzak, the eighth-best restaurant in the world, which had 
unaccountably closed for the month, but at Azurmendi, a 
Michelin two-star whose chef, Berasategui protégé Eneko 
Atxa, had become a star at gastronomic conferences.

Azurmendi is about an hour down the coast from San 
Sebastián, in a green, agricultural valley not far from 
Bilbao. It shares its address with a winery specializing 
in txakoli, the thin, high-acid wine of the Basque coast, 
and it is massive in the way that $10 million Aspen ski 
chalets are massive—you could probably stage a Knicks 
game in the soaring entrance hall. Azurmendi seems to 
be a favorite of Bilbao businessmen with three hours 
for lunch. Unlike many of the Modernist chefs in Spain, 
Atxa seems devoted to pleasure. 

There is a warmed egg yolk on a spoon, injected with 
a dense broth, that explodes with the fl avor of black 
truffl  es; braised oxtail contained in a cube constructed 
from paper-thin wafers of grilled bread; and a garden 
of tiny vegetables—Atxa’s version of the Modernist 
classic gargouillou—planted in a raised bed of dark-
black beetroot soil. A bit of dewlap, a Shakespearean 
word that here refers to the wobbly double-chin of an 
Iberico pig, is cooked for many hours at low tempera-
ture, then seared off  and laid over a spoonful of mush-
room duxelles: It is an ultimate expression of the fl avor 
of well-raised pig.

A globe of fried blood sausage, surrounded by a fairy 
ring of tiny wildfl owers and chopped fried cabbage, 
is slowly immersed in a smooth puree of red beans 
poured from a pitcher, whose impossibly concentrated 
fl avor makes the table for a moment smell like an entire 
tapas bar. Red beans with fried cabbage is a traditional 
Basque family dish, humble as Sunday supper. Here, it 

transformed into haute cuisine.
A twitchingly fresh oyster, gar-

nished with bits of mushroom cooked 
to resemble seaweed, balances on peb-
bles at the bottom of a glass bowl. The 
waiter pours a little pitcher of liquid 
into the bowl, which is immediately 
enveloped in a thick, fragrant fog. The 
liquid is seawater, taken from a local 
inlet and enhanced; the cold sea mist 
brings you to the shore in a way no 
mere taste could. Atxa is renowned in 

gastronerd circles for his use of ultrasound in extract-
ing scents, and this particular dish is supposed to have 
engaged the talents of half a university physics depart-
ment, but the eff ect comes off  less as a technical feat than 
as a triumph of naturalism. 

Even the silliest inventions here, like the dessert 
that consisted mostly of shiny apple-fl avored bubbles 
clinging to a vertical slab of slate, are meant to make 
you smile. Gold-plated corn nuts? Why not!

MUGARITZ

 IT MUST BE SAID THAT NO CHEF IN THE WORLD DIVIDES 
people quite the way Andoni Luis Aduriz does at Muga-
ritz, whose presentations range from the awkward to 
the aggressive. His side projects include a fi lm musical 
about food in Ethiopia and Peru, handsome editions 
of Michael Pollan books translated into Spanish and a 
multimedia banquet attached to a production of “Titus 
Andronicus,” whose most famous culinary moment 
involves slaughtered princelings baked into a pie. In 
interviews, he praises the beauty of insipidness, herbs 
that whisper, quiet fl avors. He likes local plants, espe-
cially the unglamorous ones, and loathes salt, cheer-
ful splashes of acidity and wisps of crunch. If cooking 
has a real avant-garde, a style that frightens away the 
squares, it is to be found not among the splashy gross-
out artists but at Mugaritz, amid the herb garden, on 
this green, rural hillside only 20 minutes outside San 
Sebastián but seemingly light-years away. Aduriz’s is a 
melancholic cuisine. 

When you sit down at Mugaritz, you are presented 
with two small envelopes. One is marked “150 min-
utes…submit!”; the other, “150 minutes…rebel!” You are 

Modernists have 
literally introduced 
Spanish soil 
as an ingredient, 
distilling its 
essence to perfume 
an oyster.
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I sat on a lovely patio, like the terrace of a nice, old 
beach house, with worn brick, bushy Mediterranean 
plants and precise but pleasant lighting. Outside, waves 
lapped the black shore, and tinny music blared from a 
party way down the beach. There were distant shouts; 
the music of women’s laughter. Lights from a boat 
bobbed in the cove.

As Clarke’s Third Law states, “Any suffi  ciently 
advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.” 
But the reason I suspect Adrià is stepping back in the 
prime of his career, is that by now we’ve seen all his 
tricks—the hot foam on cold drinks, the olive oil chips, 
the fi ne mists of cheese, even the friable wafers that 
collapse into dust like the creature in the Mummy’s 
Tomb. We see the hat; we expect a rabbit. 

And although his air bread really melts into air, and 
the delicate punch of his reverse-encapsulated olives 
reminds you why so many chefs try to duplicate them, it 
has gotten to the point where his methods have so thor-
oughly saturated the food culture that the dudes with 
the pig’s blood crusts and the shavings of retired dairy 
cow revere him more than they look to him as the future. 
Grant Achatz is already preparing to serve a menu of El 
Bulli cover versions at his Next in Chicago, and as much 
as you want to say it’s too early, that 
Adrià is still a creative chef, you’ve 
got to admit it makes sense, the way 
that Neil Diamond songs are sound-
ing pretty good on the radio right 
now, and the oldies stations are play-
ing a lot of Dr. Dre.

When you leaf through one of the 
El Bulli books, either the fantastically 
complicated manuals that come slip-
cased with DVDs, or the more user-
friendly “A Day at El Bulli,” you will 
notice that they read more like shop 
manuals, with precise instructions, 
quantities measured to the gram, and 
logical schematics than they do like 
cookbooks—there is scarcely a sen-
sual description, a whiff  of aroma or 
an indication of texture to be seen.

Does El Bulli–style cooking hew a 
little close to the 1960s minimalist 
conceptualism of Lawrence Wei ner 
or Yoko Ono? Perhaps. Is there also 
a bit of the infomercial in the cui-
sine? Defi nitely. If you go to  albertyferranadria.com, 
you’ll fi nd a pretty sizable line of branded products 
developed in Adrià’s Barcelona studio, chemicals and 
devices that make it not just possible but easy to turn 
out your own melon caviar, lemon air, peach paper 
and black-olive Oreos. 

As much as I loved the restaurant, what came to 
mind was those scenes that pop up a few minutes into 
James Bond movies, where M leads the spy downstairs 
to see what the boys in the lab coats have whipped up. 
And you get the feeling that Adrià is no more concerned 
as to why anybody might feel the need to nibble at a 
frozen Gorgonzola volleyball or crunch a gold-plated 
dowel of raw soy sauce than Q, the master technician, 
needs to contemplate why anybody might need a key 
chain capable of taking down a helicopter. It is cool, 
and it can be done. In the end, that is enough.  
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asked to choose between them. You choose “rebel”—
why wouldn’t you?—and slide a printed card out of 
the appropriate envelope. It reads: “150 minutes to 
feel embarrassed, fl ustered, fed up. 150 minutes of suf-
fering.” You are beginning to get an idea of this place, 
even beyond the severe lines of the dining room and 
the broken-plate sculptures that appear on each table 
in place of fresh fl owers.

His signature presentation is called Edible Stones, 
and when it comes to the table, there it is—edible 
stones, which is to say potatoes encased in a thin 
coating of kaolin clay and then fi red until the clay 
is glossy and the potatoes are more or less cooked. 
They are colored with squid ink and a Japanese tooth 
powder made from charred eggplant. They do, in fact, 
resemble rocks, the smooth, rounded ones you fi nd in 
stream beds.

Have you ever wondered what it might be like to 
eat a stone? Because it’s probably less wonderful than 
you might have imagined as a preschooler. The clay 
cracks under your teeth—the coating is no thicker 
than a shrimp shell—leaving behind only a clean, 
powdery residue and a lingering taste of unwashed 
potato. Kaolin clay is the preferred nosh of pregnant 
women affl  icted with pica; the famous dirt-eaters of 
Georgia. It was also at one time the main ingredient 
in Kaopectate. In parts of Turkey, cookbook author 
Paula Wolfert says, you can buy little jars of the stuff  
to season your food. (Aduriz sprinkles a little of the 
powder on a pale dish of hake and cabbage sprouts.) 
It is clear that you can eat clay. The question is why 
you would want to.

And what, for example, could explain the shiny olives 
that turn out to be beans coated in an emulsifi ed tape-
nade, which are less good than either beans or olives, or 
a foamy “beer” made from clarifi ed vegetable broth, or 
a sheet of tasteless edible plastic smeared with a bit of 
lobster coral? Why is the delicious ragout of artichoke 
and bone marrow spooned into a gummy, hollowed-out 
puff  of bread made from ground kudzu, a substance that 
the Japanese transform into bouncy, 
transparent noodles? It is fun to 
be handed a tumbler of Armagnac 
that reveals itself as clarifi ed quail 
broth, although you might wish 
the broth to have the same weight 
and intensity as the brandy, also 
maybe—I am weak!—to have seen a 
touch of salt. I enjoyed the haystack 
of what tasted like crisped Chinese 
beef fl oss—it looked very much 
like the actual haystack outside the 
window—although I am not sure 
the eff ect is worth the kitchen hours 
necessary to tease apart cooked 
beef tongues into individual fi bers with toothpicks. Bits 
of local rockfi sh stacked so that your teeth understood 
the diff erence in textures between each of them; gooey 
cod throats juxtaposed with a kind of pine nut por-
ridge; a sugar cone made out of actual sugar, fi lled with 
ice milk punctuated with blossoms and cast-chocolate 
nails—I got the point, I guess, although it was a lot like 
watching a sad movie without subtitles. 

Perhaps Mugaritz is the restaurant equivalent of a 
$200 California Cabernet: It makes a statement odd 

enough and bold enough that it stands out among doz-
ens of examples of its type, and it still resonates on the 
palate weeks later; a meal meant to stun you in retro-
spect as much as it is to satisfy you at the time you eat 
it. Or perhaps, it too is just art. 

I peek at the contents of the envelope labeled 
“Submit”: “150 minutes to feel, imagine, reminisce, 
discover. 150 minutes to contemplate.” If this meal was 
a test, I had failed before I tasted a single bite of food.

I drive back to my mountaintop lair. There is just 
enough time to send off  an email before I walk downstairs 
to wander through the fun park’s mirrored labyrinth.

“Dear Luis: I have written you this week far more faith-
fully than I have ever corresponded with either of my 
brothers. I feel as if we are practically family by now.”

EL BULLI

WHEN I WAKE UP IN THE MORNING, THE DAY BEFORE 
I am to leave Spain, I fi nd an email with news. A table 
had been found for me at El Bulli that evening, at 6:30 
sharp. Did I mention that I was in San Sebastián, 400 
miles distant from El Bulli, which is on a secluded inlet 
just south of the French border? No matter: Many hours 
later, I limped into Roses, hopped into a taxi to take me 
the last twisting miles to the restaurant, and arrived 
panting on the restaurant’s doorstep only 90 minutes 
past the reservation time. The taxi driver insisted on 
snapping a picture of me in front of the restaurant’s 
famous sign. “For memory,” he said.

Luis stepped through the door and greeted me like a 
brother. Adrià stood awkwardly just inside the entrance 
to his kitchen. He shook my hand with the enthusiasm 
of Kobe Bryant cornered by a season-ticket holder. It 
didn’t matter. I was in.

If you have read anything about gastronomy in 
the last decade, you have probably seen your share of 
what Slate called the I Ate at El Bulli piece, describing 
the experience with a level of detail usually reserved 
for high-class erotica. There are also the inevita-

ble meta-articles, describing 
the experience in the process of 
acknowledging that even the idea 
of these descriptions are clichéd. 
Sam Sifton, the New York Times 
restaurant critic, wrote a parody 
description of Adam Platt’s nearly 
parodic description in New York 
magazine, then tweeted it in a 
doubly parodic way. The tweets 
about the blogs about the tweet 
about the parody of the review 
about the review set into motion 
tsunamis of meta that threatened 
to engulf the earth. Plus, the res-

taurant is closed now. If you want to taste this food, 
you’ll have to visit the El Bulli satellite in a hotel out-
side Sevilla when it reopens in March or wait to be 
invited as a guest of the academy in 2014. 

Do you care that I was served 41 courses, unless it 
was 39 or 43; that the rhythm of the meal involved 
intersecting series of improvisations on the themes 
of ravioli, Parmesan cheese, shellfi sh and nuts; or that 
the hare organs were served with a smeary wineglass 
of Type-O that turned out to be reduced beet juice? 

Chef Aduriz staged 
a banquet for 
a production of
 “Titus Andronicus,” 
whose most famous 
culinary moment 
involves slaughtered 
princelings baked 
into a pie. 
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NEEDLE IN THE HAY 
Mugaritz’s master chef, 

Andoni Luis Adruiz, at 
rest (below); a dish he 

calls Shhh...Cat Got Your 
Tongue, a haystack of 

cooked beef-tongue 
fibers (right); the 

restaurant’s kitchen 
(below right).

SEASIDE DELIGHTS San Sebastián’s spectacular La 
Concha bay (left); a detail from a Mugaritz dish of 
broken walnuts, cool milk cream and Armagnac jelly.

Mugaritz’s chef praises 
the beauty of insipidness 
and herbs that whisper. 
He likes local plants, 
especially the unglamorous 
ones. He loathes salt, 
cheerful splashes of acidity 
and wisps of crunch.
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 THE CATROUX 
            OF 
      PARIS AND 
        PROVENCEThe decorator François Catroux 

and his wife, Betty, have been at the 
forefront of French style for decades. 

With a boldly 
modern revamp of 

their city apartment 
and the idyllic 

evolution of their 
house in the country, 

Catroux shows 
he is still at the very 

top of his game
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A PERFECT MATCH 
This page: Betty and 

François Catroux in their 
previous apartment 

on Quai de Béthune, 
in 1972. Opposite: The 

couple today in the 
library of their Paris 

apartment. The painting 
above the sofa is by 

Emmanuel Gondouin 
from the 1930s. 
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Catroux is at the top in the
 constellation of great designers,

 alongside David Hicks, 
the British talent who mixed 

modern and patrician style.
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MASTER WORKS 
A Vladimir Kagan sofa, 

a 1995 portrait of Betty 
Catroux by Philippe 

de Lustrac and a 
“Big Easy” chair by 

Ron Arad provide a 
sinuous sense of drama 

to the living room. 
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STEPPING INTO THE LEFT BANK APARTMENT 
of François and Betty Catroux, you would not 
think that this was the home of an older cou-
ple—but perhaps rather that of people in their 

twenties. But François and Betty Catroux are no ordi-
nary couple, and they bring inimitable style and energy 
to any room they happen to occupy. Betty is known to 
the world as the former model who became the muse 
and confi dant of Yves Saint Laurent (the late designer 
referred to her as his female twin), while her husband is 
one of the most respected decorators in the world, with 
a roster of clients that has included Rothschilds, Santo 
Domingos, Millers, the Shah of Iran and King Hussein of 
Jordan. Their social life (the two met at an art opening 
in Paris in 1967) has been just as glittering—fi xtures in 
Parisian nightlife of the ’70s, they hung out with Loulou 
de la Falaise, Brigitte Bardot and Serge Gainsbourg. 

Should you wonder where François Catroux sits in 
the constellation of great designers, it would be right 

at the top, alongside David Hicks, the British talent 
who mixed modern and patrician style, and a bit left 
of the American designer Peter Marino, whose work is 
a singular combination of architecture, art and luxury. 
Catroux has designed projects in almost every style, 
from his beginnings, when he worked in a ’60s Space 
Age groove, to the sleekness of the ’70s, which he clev-
erly accented with French and Asian antiques, to the 
opulent but no less elegant robber baron mode of the 
’80s, where he tapped into the full-blown grandeur 
of 18th-century France. The Algerian-born designer 
is not as well recognized as he should be, primarily 
because he has spent less time than most top decora-
tors celebrating these projects—there is not one book 
on his work, although there should be. 

For his newly redecorated Paris apartment, Catroux 
reached into the past and conjured the future all at once, 
employing some of the best tricks of his 40-year career. 
In the living room, he casually mixes styles and periods to 

create a sleek space layered with interesting objects. For 
furniture, he goes for sweeping, dramatic pieces—a 1950s 
velvet Vladimir Kagan serpentine sofa faces a voluptuous 
one by Jean Royère from the same period. A Ron Arad 
1988 “Big Easy” chair, fashioned from bent steel, looks 
like an industrial sculpture among the other organic 
shapes. Across the room, Catroux has placed another 
work by Arad, a massive table of polished steel, but here 
the curvaceous shape mimics the lines of the sofas. 

Scattered throughout, there are pieces Catroux has 
had for decades, such as the colossal African mask 
dominating the entry and the equally massive falcon 
sculpture on the Arad table. There’s also a star mir-
ror over the fi replace (one of a pair, the other hangs 
over the couple’s bed) and an Atlas fi gure supporting 
an armillary sphere. Atlases are something of a talis-
man for Catroux; you see them sprinkled among his 
projects. “I like the idea of infi nity and space they evoke 
for me, as well as their perfect shape,” he explains. 
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 Catroux’s interiors
  from the ’60s remain timeless
   because he knew how
 to temper Space Age severity
 with softer curves, warmer

colors and classic pieces.
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DESIGN FOR LIVING 
Clockwise from left: 
Personal mementos 

and books are 
everywhere; the living 

room features 
intersecting curves; 
on Ron Arad’s 1990 
polished steel table 
sits a bronze Cubist 

falcon by Russian 
artist Czaki and one of 

Catroux’s signature 
Atlas sculptures. 

Opposite, from left: 
The cabinetry in 

Betty’s offi  ce evokes 
the art deco style 
of designer Pierre 
Chareau; a bronze 

monkey by 
François-Xavier 

Lalanne perched 
atop a stainless-steel 

cocktail table.
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GARDEN PARTY 
Clockwise from right: 

Clusters of topiaries 
populate the courtyard at 

the Provence property; the 
farmhouse living room; 

Catroux at his country 
retreat; the dining room 

is a study in effortless 
informality; the lavender 

beds are punctuated 
with cypress trees.

128  
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One of the most charming and beautifully detailed 
spaces in the apartment is Betty’s offi  ce. Catroux has 
outfi tted the room with built-in cabinetry, which has 
been veneered in extremely rare palm wood, accented 
with red-lacquer drawer pulls. Lining the shelves are 
photographs of the family (Betty and François have two 
daughters). The eff ect is as though a cabinet by Pierre 
Chareau has grown up and covered the whole room, 
clearly a gift from husband to wife.

Catroux’s eye for design seems to be innate. After a 
stint in the army (his grandfather was a French general) 
he traveled to the States to consult for Elle magazine. It 
was during this time that he socialized with a sophisti-
cated crowd including Cole Porter, Pam Hayward and the 
decorator Billy Baldwin, who was the resident designer 
for people like Babe Paley and Diana Vreeland. He learned 
much in this atmosphere about taste at the top. 

When he returned to Paris in 1967 and decorated 
his own apartment on the Quai de Béthune, Catroux 

created a sleek manifesto in black and white, com-
plete with contemporary sculpture and undulating 
banquettes. Through a friend, fashion designer Mila 
Schön paid a visit and was impressed enough to com-
mission Catroux to do her clothing boutique in Milan. 
For this, Catroux created a futuristic space worthy of 
Stanley Kubrick, featuring circular display islands and 
an amphitheater in the round for fashion shows. The 
store made the cover of L’Oeil, an infl uential art maga-
zine at the time. Today Catroux credits this project 
with launching his career. 

During this time, Catroux became to decoration what 
Vidal Sassoon was to hair: The Future Is Now. While 
most intergalactic design from this era has aged about 
as well as Nancy Sinatra’s boots, Catroux’s interiors 
from this period remain timeless because he knew how 
to temper the Space Age severity with softer curves, 
warmer colors and classic pieces of furniture in the mix. 
This would become his trademark—the combination of 

styles, periods and colors—to create the most refi ned 
and sophisticated environments, always original with a 
touch of the exotic. 

A S MUCH AS THE COUPLE ENJOYS THE GLAMOUR 
and chicness of their newly renovated apart-
ment, they are perhaps happiest of all in Pro-
vence at the 16th-century farmhouse they 

bought in 1990. “I haven’t been to a nightclub in 30 
years,” says Catroux, who is far more interested in his 
garden these days than nights on the town. 

For his country retreat, he has turned the interiors 
of the stone house into a series of comfortable spaces 
centered around a long vaulted salon. The gardens 
are an array of enchanting outdoor rooms, which give 
way to views of the mountains of the Luberon Massif 
beyond. “You have to get here in July, when the laven-
der is blooming,” says Catroux, with the pride of a gar-
dener. The house is built around a courtyard, which is 
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 “I haven’t been to a  
 nightclub in 30 years,” says Catroux,

who is far more interested in his
gardens than nights on the town.
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TAILORED WILDERNESS 
At ground level, the 

path to the secret grove 
containing the swimming 

pool is formally laid 
out, with ball topiaries 

and boxwood topiaries. 
Above, nature takes 

over and the trees are 
wild and picturesque, 

expressive of the 
naturalistic  beauty 

of Provence.
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RUSTIC CHARM 
Below left: The dining 

area features rough-
hewn furniture, which 

works nicely against the 
roof beams. Right: In 
the master bedroom, 
a pair of plaster rock 
consoles act as night 

stands. The portrait of 
the nude figure on the 
left is by Michel Doré.  

COUNTRY LIVING 
Far left: A Calder 
rug gives energy to 
the kitchen. Left: 
The outdoor dining 
area, decorated 
with lanterns from 
Vietnam, is under 
a covered terrace. 
Right: In the library 
and TV room, a 
pair of Matisse line 
drawings graphically 
play off the 
upholstery ticking of 
the room’s seating. 
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fi lled with topiaries and climbing plants—itself as much 
a proper and cozy room as an outdoor space. 

The overwhelming impression given by the 
Provence house—all the more striking when you know 
Catroux’s body of work—is its eff ortless informality. He 
is one of the great experts on furniture and decorative 
arts, but the pieces here are rather rustic. (Of course 
there is the odd sophisticated touch, such as the plas-
ter consoles by the Cuban-born designer Emilio Terry 
that serve as bedside tables.) He is known for a very 
wide-ranging color palette, but these rooms—while 
containing bright textiles and objects—are really 
about the muted tones of stucco vaults and old beams. 
There are fl ourishes here and there: Catroux has 
pressed pebbles into a diamond pattern on the cement 
fl oor, suggesting a Beni Ourain tribal rug; a gigantic 
prism lantern off ers a dose of drama in the entry hall; 

a Calder rug on the kitchen fl oor adds a touch of the 
exotic in an unexpectedly humble place.

Catroux seems to be just as comfortable decorating 
in this relaxed style as he does for the more high-watt-
age projects that he built his reputation on. Talking 
about other designers, Catroux is puzzled by some of 
his colleagues’ need to keep it so formal. He sees it as 
a desire to bring back a style of living that is no longer 
really relevant today. “You know what I mean by L’Art 
de Vivre? The way of running a house by a hostess, 
with a chef, everything designed to be maximally ele-
gant...” I ask when that style of living ended, thinking 
he might off er some general time frame, like “after the 
war.” His response is as surprising as it is specifi c. “I 
can tell you exactly when it ended: 1975. The death of 
Babe Paley and the few of those ladies left who lived 
that way was right around that time. Life for people in 

that situation now, no matter how much money they 
may have, is about enjoying themselves. Some nice 
contemporary art, beautiful houses, but not some-
thing that has to be organized and run like a business. 
Not so much to manage.”

When Catroux recently visited Beverly Hills to 
work on a project for his longtime client Diane von 
Furstenberg, I invited him to my house in bohemian 
Silver Lake for drinks. With a glass of wine in his hand, 
this nice French gentleman welcomed our dog in his 
lap and regaled us with colorful tales about high soci-
ety, fashion and decorating. My daughters were in awe. 
Hors d’oeuvres turned into dinner. Catroux is certainly 
someone who can enjoy himself in any setting, however 
humble. L’Art de Vivre may have ended years ago, but 
somehow Catroux seems to understand how to bring it 
back at will.  
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INSIDER’S
OUTSIDER

Dries Van Noten has built a 
booming business much to the 

envy of the fashion industry. 
How an idiosyncratic Belgian

designer with particular notions 
about the way men and women should 

dress is quietly beating the big corporate 
conglomerates at their own game 

THE 
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 IN TODAY’S FASHION WORLD OF CORPORATE OWN-
ership, design by committee and mass production 
and sales, Belgian designer Dries Van Noten is 
an anomaly. Since he launched his brand in 1985, 

the 53-year-old Van Noten has lived and worked in 
Antwerp, avoiding the fashion capitals circuit except 
for his shows in Paris. He produces womenswear and 
menswear, and only twice a year—no pre-collections, 
no resort wear, no home wares, no jeans or perfumes 
or hotel decors. “Personally, I think there is too much 
fashion in the world,” he says, sitting in his sparsely 
decorated offi  ce overlooking the city harbor on a cold 
autumn afternoon. “Now you can go on style.com or 
blogs and there is always another collection launch, 
cruise, resort, accessories, and on and on and that’s a 
pity. For me it’s an overdose.”

Unlike a good many of his fellow designers, he is 
modest, soft-spoken and rather 
uncomfortable in the spotlight. He 
is not the sort to host trunk shows 
in big department stores, walk the 
red carpet or pal around with celeb-
rities. He rises at 5 a.m. and works 
quietly and diligently, overseeing 
everything from design to the tissue 
paper that his clothing will be sold 
in. Van Noten spends his evenings 
dining at stylish local restaurants, 
such as Hofstraat 24—run by his 
friends, chef Roman Drowart and 
Laurence Van Bree—or at home. He 
shares a 19th-century manor with 
beautiful grounds outside of Antwerp with his business 
and life partner of 25 years, Patrick Vangheluwe, and 
their two-year-old Airedale, Harry. “It’s a busy job, what 
we have here,” Van Noten admits. “But we try to enjoy 
all three—fashion, house and garden—every day.”

Van Noten is known simply for his clothes, and is 
loved for his clothes—a style that looks complicated 
and studied on the hanger but is, in fact, quite modern 
and easy to wear. Because of this, he has engendered 
a cultlike following: women who wear “Dries” (pro-
nounced “drease,” like please) are uniquely loyal to the 
brand. When you say you’re wearing Dries to a fellow 
follower, it’s almost like you are speaking in code about 
intelligent, artistic design.

Unlike most major luxury brands, which often sell as 
much in accessories as they do in clothes, Van Noten’s 
ready-to-wear accounts for more than 90 percent of his 
sales. He doesn’t advertise, and he doesn’t publish or 
reveal sales fi gures, but reportedly does an estimated 
$70 million in sales a year—a small amount compared 
to megacorporate brands such as Gucci, Prada and 
Hermès that rack up several billion dollars a year in 
sales. “I’m very happy with the size of the company 
as it is right now,” he insists—blasphemy in today’s 
$200 billion–a-year luxury fashion industry—adding 
boldly, “I don’t have to grow.”

 Then again, and most importantly, Van Noten 
owns his company, an increasing rarity in luxury 
fashion today. In the last 20 years, most designer-run 
luxury brands have either listed on the stock market 
(like Ralph Lauren) or sold to corporate groups such 
as LVMH or Gucci Group or to private equity fi rms. 
Among the handful that remain independent are 

Giorgio Armani, Versace, Dolce & Gabbana, Oscar de 
la Renta and Sonia Rykiel. The surge in growth in the 
last decade in luxury fashion has made it fi nancially 
diffi  cult for a young designer to launch a brand and 
for long-time independents to remain that way. “I’ve 
always worried that if I sold the company I’d lose my 
liberty, my freedom,” says Van Noten in proper English 
punctuated with fl uttering Flemish R’s. “When you see 
what has happened to others who sold to groups, not 
everyone was very happy afterward.”

It’s a way of running a business that luxury execu-
tives and MBAs consider downright old-fashioned. But 
remaining independent suits Van Noten and his lifestyle 
just fi ne. It allows him to keep an eye on just about every-
thing that bears his name. He meets with many of his 
retailers personally in the showroom and explains the 
collection, which Marilyn Blaszka, co-owner of Blake in 

Chicago, notes, “is unusual.” What’s 
more, he listens to their opinions 
and takes them into account when 
designing the next collection. “I 
think he wants to know and is 
pleased to know how people wear 
the clothes,” Blaszka says.

Though Van Noten does only 
four collections a year, he works 
incessantly, taking only four or 
fi ve days of vacation a year. He 
adores Antwerp and is proud of 
the city. Anyone who comes for 
a visit receives a guide to the 
city that he put together of his 

favorite addresses. He often visits the Plantin-Moretus 
Museum in the old city center, with its burnished 
leather paneled rooms, romantic walled rose garden 
and collection of pre-1800 printing presses and books; 
he stops by Goossens, the tiny artisanal bakery on 
Korte Gasthuisstraat, for sugar bread, which he brings 
to the offi  ce; he trolls fl ea markets and antique shops 
to collect tin objects; he takes in art exhibits and par-
ticularly loves Francis Bacon, Russian Constructivists 
and the Flemish masters. 

“To go to exhibitions, to talk with people, to think, 
to research. That is the fantastic part of our job,” he 

says. “For me, the most fun is the trip to create some-
thing that I really love. To do four women’s collections 
a year? Forget it. You have two months, three months, 
click, click, click”—he snaps his fi ngers—“it has to be 
done, fi nished, next. Some designers make their show 
collection in two weeks. This, I don’t like.”

Instead, Van Noten focuses solely on spring/summer 
and fall/winter for men and for women and produces an 
astounding 1,200 designs for women and 800 for men—
double the majority of his competitors. “I like to make 
a lot of clothes!” he says with a laugh. And, Blaszka 
reports, they sell “very, very well.”

 YOU CAN’T HAVE A BUSINESS THAT LOSES MONEY 
and money and money,” Van Noten says. “When 
you have an investor, you can do that. But when 
it’s your own money, you can’t. I tried always to 

be very careful fi nancially.” He attributes this habit for 
fi scal responsibility to his upbringing. 

Van Noten grew up in Antwerp, the youngest of four 
children of a clothing merchant and a stay-at-home 
mother. Van Noten’s father had a fashion emporium 20 
miles outside of town, “a destination store, which was 
a new concept back in the early 1970s,” he explains. 
Throughout his teens, he spent weekends working in 
the store and during breaks from his Jesuit school he 
accompanied his parents on buying trips to Milan and 
Paris. It was understood that Van Noten would eventu-
ally run the store.

When it came time for college, his parents gave him 
the choice: business school or fashion school. He found 
business “boring,” and chose fashion, enrolling at the 
Royal Academy of Fine Arts. A month into his studies, he 
recalls, “I told my father, ‘I love designing so much I don’t 
think I’m going to take over the company. I want to be a 
fashion designer.’ And he became so angry. He said, ‘If 
that is the case, you can study what you want, but I won’t 
pay for it.’�” Van Noten picked up freelance design gigs for 
an assortment of companies, including a children’s wear 
brand and Donnay tennis, to pay his way through school.

At the Royal Academy, he met classmates Ann 
Demeulemeester and Dirk Bikkembergs. The stu-
dents had ambition and used their connections to 
launch their careers. Van Noten had a men’s jacket 

HAPPY DAYS The 
Antwerp Six (right), 
the famed Belgian 
group of young 
designers in 1987. 
Van Noten is third 
from right. Opposite: 
The designer, today, 
taking his daily walk 
with his beloved 
dog, Harry, along 
Antwerp’s old port.

“To do four 
women’s collections 

a year? Forget it. 
Some designers 

make their 
show collection 

in two weeks. 
This, I don’t like.” 
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and to get your money. In the 1980s, you had a lot of 
stores you had to be in to be seen but didn’t always pay. 
Susanne Bartsch, who had a store downtown, bought an 
enormous quantity of our second collection, of Harris 
tweeds in pinky pink. She accepted the fi rst part and 

manufacturer and shirt manufacturer who were will-
ing to produce clothes for him, so he designed a small 
menswear collection. “Dirk Bikkembergs had a con-
tact of someone who made shoes, so he made men’s 
shoes,” Van Noten says. “And Ann Demeulemeester 
knew someone who made sunglasses, so the fi rst thing 
she made was sunglasses.” In 1986, together, along 
with Walter Van Beirendonck, Dirk Van Saene and 
Marina Yee, they pooled their money, put everything 
in a van, drove to London, rented a showroom space 
(which they divided into six) and presented their col-
lections to retailers during fashion week. They were a 
hit and became known as the Antwerp Six.

Van Noten’s fi rst client was the famed retailer 
Barneys New York, his favorite store at the time. Van 
Noten was so nervous about the meeting, he says, “I 
ran away!” Christine Mathys, Van Noten’s former boss 
at Donnay and his new business partner of sorts—no 
one really has a title at the company, he says—stepped 
in and handled the sale. Barneys bought Van Noten’s 
menswear but sold it as womenswear.

In the early years of his business, “everything was 
hard, of course,” he says. “But the hardest was the com-
mercial and distribution side, to pick the right clients 

STRICTLY BUSINESS 
From left: Van 

Noten’s 2004 runway 
show, celebrating 

his 50th collection, 
where editors and 
retailers dined on 

a table/runway; 
three looks from the 

designer’s spring 2012 
collections; his men’s 

store in Paris; the 
Het Modepaleis store 

in Antwerp. 

STORE BOUGHT 
At right: Two 
views of Van 
Noten’s women’s 
boutique in Paris. 
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in January. Van Noten experienced that and more: “That 
season,” he says, “I made the collection inspired by Iraq 
and Iran”—having conceived and designed it before 
Iraq invaded Kuwait. As it hap-
pens, he says, “we have a system 
where jacket names begin with a B 
for blazer, and skirts are with an S 
for skirt, so that season the blaz-
ers were called Baghdad, the skirts 
were called Saddam, and so on. All 
the shipments to New York were 
blocked in customs because the 
papers were fi lled with names of 
cities of Iraq and Saddam.”

“That,” he says quietly, “nearly 
caused us bankruptcy.”

He recovered well enough that 
two years later he staged his fi rst 
womenswear show in Paris, in 
the Hôtel George V’s ballroom. He 
imported white mattresses and 
pillows from India and set them on 
the fl oor for editors and retailers to sit on. The models, 
wearing big fl owery prints, walked the all-white room 
to Elvis Presley’s “Love Me Tender.” The reaction was so 
enthusiastic, Van Noten remembers, “it was scary.” The 
result: “More clients.”

That bubble lasted only so long. When the mini-
malism movement of Jil Sander, Helmut Lang and 
Miuccia Prada seized fashion in the late 1990s, Van 
Noten found himself struggling again. “We were doing 
a lot of rich prints, fancy things, as everything became 
more minimal and conceptual,” he says. At the same 

time, corporate groups such 
as LVMH, Prada and the newly 
formed Gucci Group began buy-
ing up small, independent fash-
ion companies like Van Noten’s 
as well as major fashion sup-
pliers. “Our shoe manufacturer 
group was bought by Armani, 
our heel manufacturer group 
was taken over by the Gucci 
Group and our last manufac-
turer was taken over by the 
Prada group,” he explains. “Of 
course, when those people buy 
those companies, you are not 
the fi rst served. We thought: Do 
we still have a future if we don’t 
join a group?”

Eventually, he decided to 
talk to the big fashion groups, 
to listen to their pitch. He didn’t 
like what he heard. “I made it 
quite clear that it was not so 
much my thing,” he says. And 
that was that.

He felt the impact of his deci-
sion immediately. “We lost all 
our German clients in one sea-
son,” he says. “They were told 
by the big groups, ‘If you buy 
this line you must buy this other 
line —it’s the whole package or 

didn’t pay, so we didn’t 
deliver the second 
part. I can still see the 
racks of pink Harris 
tweeds hanging there.” 
(When reached for 
comment, Bartsch said 
she couldn’t recall.)

In 1989, a prime 
retail property came 
up for sale in Antwerp: 
the Het Modepaleis, 
a fi ve-story fashion 
emporium built in 1881 
that sits on an acute 
corner, like the Flatiron 
building in New York. 
Van Noten renovated 

the place, overseeing every detail, from buffi  ng the 
original bronze and mahogany fi ttings to the choice of 
curtain fabric. It’s a habit he continues today: He deco-
rates his stores himself, furnishing them with antiques 
and artwork that he and Vangheluwe fi nd on eBay and at 
auctions. Looking back, he says, buying the Modepaleis 
“was one of the best things and the most stupid things 
I’ve ever done.” Best because the space is a gem and 
solidifi ed Van Noten as a serious fashion brand. Stupid, 
he says, because “it nearly killed the company [fi nan-
cially]. But we survived.”

Two years later, close call No. 2 came: the Persian 
Gulf War. Most fashion companies lost a great deal 
sales-wise because American retailers slashed their 
spring/summer 1991 orders as the country went to war 

FLYING SOLO The 
designer walks along the 
water in Antwerp.

nothing.’ And our customers told us, ‘Sorry, we don’t 
have the budget for all of it,’ and kicked us out.”

He soldiered onward, doing the clothes he wanted to 
do, selling them to the retailers he 
had long-standing relationships 
with, such as Barneys, Bergdorf 
Goodman and Blake, working with 
people he likes in a place he loves. 
A decade on, it has paid off . Today 
he has nine free-standing stores 
around the world, three of which,  
in Antwerp and Paris, he owns, 
450 other points of sale and about 
110 employees.

Remaining independent has 
allowed Van Noten to evolve at 
his own pace. Take, for instance, 
the fabrics he chooses for his col-
lections, most of which are made 
exclusively for him up to a year in 
advance. This fall, he used a high-
tech fabric from Japan that looks 

like tapestry. Two years ago, he had village women in 
remote Uzbekistan weave fabric that was carried by 
mule for a day and a half to the local DHL offi  ce to be 
shipped to his studio in Antwerp.

For his spring collection, Van Noten collaborated 
with a young British photographer, James Reeve, on 
a digital print of city skylines. Van Noten sliced up 
the printed cottons and silks and combined them 
with pieces of other printed fabrics he had made, of 
the jungle, the sea, 18th-century Italian landscape 
etchings and botanical drawings of roses, to create a 
sort of fabric collage in 1960s Balenciaga–like silhou-
ettes. When he presented the collection during Paris 
Fashion Week in October, it was, as always, resolutely 
modern and feminine. Women’s Wear Daily called it 
“mercifully calm.”

They might as well have been describing Van Noten 
and his company. For 25 years, he’s done exactly as he 
pleases, with all its ups and downs, and as he refl ects 
on it, he remains as serene as his surroundings. “We all 
have our ideas and our dreams,” he says as he gazes out 
his bay window at the pleasure yachts in the still port 
below. “It’s important to have your dreams. But,” he 
adds quietly, “I’m very realistic.”   
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The season  before 
the Persian Gulf 
War, Van Noten’s 

collection was 
 inspired by Iraq.

 “All the blazers were 
called Baghdad 

and the skirts were 
called  Saddam. 

That nearly caused 
us bankruptcy.”
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WEEK IN WORDS

Are ‘runway excursions’ vacation

tours near airports? A spotlight on

the week’s odder vocabularies.

C4

HEAD CASE

Google+ may be catching on, but

Jonah Lehrer says that the best

social network is still face time.

C12

VISUALIZER

After these delectable menus,

who needs the food? A tasting

from the past century.

C12

BOOKS

The talent to sell a great wine is not

the same as to write a great line.

Lettie Teague on wine books.
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Black women are the most

unmarried group in America.

On a way to save black marriage.
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Th

e Le
gacy of

Columbus

The Rea
l Story

Of Globa
lization

12 weeks
Time it took for the

potato blight to
spread

from Flanders
to

Ireland
in 1845

54,000
Tons of

silver sh
ipped from the

Americas
to Europe in the 1700s,

up from 17,000 tons in the 1500s

0
Earthwor

ms in

North Am
erica

before 1492

$1.4 billion
Value of Italy’s

2008

crop of tomat
oes,

a plant na
tive to

South Am
erica

1829
Peak year
of the

slave trade

2
Current

rank of the U.S. in

the world’s p
roductio

n of

oranges,
first intr

oduced
to

Florida
around 1500

1518
The year an

‘infinite
number o

f ants’

drove residents
from the city of Santo

Domingo
in Hispanio

la

3,600%
Increase

in tobacco

exports f
rom

the Chesapea
ke

colonies
from

1640 to 1700

REVIEW
Is that a

real smile?

And which sex is

bad at telling
? Find

some answe
rs in

‘Lip Service’
C7

The secr
et to a

creative
life? The

tedium that we’
re

fast des
troying,

says

Scott Ad
ams C3
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Trade is a
n economic activity

, but its g
reatest im

pact may be biol
ogical.

Charles C
. Mann on stowaway

earthwor
ms, far-flun

g potatoe
s and the

world made by Co
lumbus.

IN THE GREAT
TROPIC

AL HARBO
R of Man

ila

Bay, two
groups o

f men w
arily app

roach ea
ch

other, th
eir hands

poised ab
ove their

weapons
.

Cold-eye
d, globe-

trotting t
raders, th

ey are fr
om

opposite
ends of t

he earth:
Spain an

d China.

The Span
iards hav

e a big ca
che of sil

ver, mine
d

in the Am
ericas by

Indian an
d African

slaves; th
e

Chinese b
ring a se

lection o
f fine silk

and porc
e-

lain, mate
rials crea

ted by ad
vanced p

rocesses
un-

known in
Europe. I

t is the s
ummer o

f 1571, an
d

this swap
of silk fo

r silver—
the begin

ning of a
n

exchange
in Manila

that woul
d last for

almost 25
0

years—m
arks the

opening
salvo in w

hat we n
ow

call globa
lization.

It was th
e first tim

e that Eu
-

rope, Asia
and the A

mericas w
ere bound

together

in a singl
e econom

ic networ
k.

The silk
would ca

use a sen
sation in

Spain, as

the silver
would in

China. Bu
t the cro

wds that

greeted t
he return

ing ships
had no id

ea what

they were
truly carr

ying. We
usually d

escribe

globalizat
ion in pur

ely econo
mic term

s, but it

is also a b
iological

phenome
non. Rese

archers

increasin
gly think

that the
most imp

ortant

cargo on
these ea

rly trans
oceanic v

oyages

was not s
ilk and si

lver but a
n unruly

me-

nagerie o
f plants a

nd anima
ls, many

of them
accidenta

l stowaw
ays. In

the swee
p of histo

ry, it is th
is bio-

logical s
ide of gl

obalizati
on that

may well
have the

greater i
mpact

on the fat
e of the w

orld’s peo
ple and

nations.
Some 250

million ye
ars ago, t

he Earth

contained
a single l

andmass
known as

Pangaea.

Geologica
l forces b

roke up t
his vast e

xpanse, fo
r-

ever spli
tting Eur

asia and
the Amer

icas. Ove
r

time the
two halv

es of Pa
ngaea de

veloped

wildly dif
ferent su

ites of pl
ants and

animals.

Before Co
lumbus s

ailed the
Atlantic,

only

a few ven
turesome

land crea
tures, mo

stly in-

sects and
birds, ha

d crossed
the ocean

s and

establish
ed thems

elves. Oth
erwise, t

he world

was sliced
into sepa

rate ecolo
gical dom

ains. Co-

lumbus’s
signal acc

omplishm
ent was,

in the ph
rase of th

e historia
n Alfred

W. Crosb
y, to rekn

it the sea
ms of Pan

-

gaea.
After 149

2, the wo
rld’s ecos

ystems

collided a
nd mixed

as Europ
ean ves-

sels carr
ied thous

ands of s
pecies to

new hom
es across

the ocean
s. The Co

lumbian E
x-

change, a
s Mr. Cro

sby called
it, is why

we came
to

have tom
atoes in I

taly, oran
ges in Flo

rida, choc
o-

late in Sw
itzerland

and chili
peppers i

n Thailan
d.

A growin
g number

of schola
rs believe

that the

ecologica
l transfor

mation s
et off by

Columbu
s’s

voyages w
as one of

the estab
lishing ev

ents of th
e

modern w
orld. Wh

y did Eur
ope rise

to predom
i-

nance? W
hy did Ch

ina, once
the riche

st, most a
d-

vanced so
ciety on e

arth, fall
to its kne

es? Why
did

chattel s
lavery ta

ke hold i
n the Am

ericas? W
hy

was it th
e United

Kingdom
that laun

ched the
In-

dustrial
Revolutio

n? All of
these qu

estions a
re

tied in cr
ucial way

s to the C
olumbian

Exchange
.

Where t
o start?

Perhaps
with the

worms.

Earthwor
ms, to be

precise—
especially

the com-

mon nigh
tcrawler

and the
red mars

h worm,

creatures
that did n

ot exist i
n North A

mer-

ica befor
e 1492.

Well befo
re the sta

rt of the s
ilk-and-si

lver

trade acr
oss the P

acific, Sp
anish and

Portu-

guese con
quistador

s were sa
iling the

Atlantic

in search
of precio

us metals
. Ultimate

ly, they

exported
huge sup

plies of
gold and

silver

from Bol
ivia, Braz

il, Colom
bia and

Mexico,

vastly inc
reasing E

urope’s m
oney sup

ply. But

those ho
mebound

ships con
tained so

mething

else of e
qual imp

ortance:
the Ama

zonian p
lant

known to
day as to

bacco.

Intoxicati
ng and ad

dictive, to
bacco bec

ame the

subject o
f the firs

t truly g
lobal com

modity

craze. By
1607, wh

en Engla
nd found

ed its

first colo
ny in Virg

inia, Lond
on alread

y had

more tha
n 7,000 t

obacco “
houses”—

cafe-

like plac
es wher

e the c
ity’s gro

wing

throng o
f nicotine

junkies c
ould buy

and

smoke to
bacco. To

feed the d
emand, E

nglish

ships tied
up to Vir

ginia doc
ks and to

ok in

barrels o
f rolled-u

p tobacco
leaves. Ty

pically

4 feet ta
ll and 2½

feet acro
ss, each

barrel

weighed
half a to

n or mor
e. Sailors

bal-

anced ou
t the wei

ght by le
av-

ing behin
d their sh

ips’ bal-

last: ston
es, grave

l and soil
.

They swa
pped Eng

lish dirt

for Virgin
ia tobacc

o.

That dirt
very likel

y contain
ed

the comm
on nightc

rawler an
d the

red mars
h worm.

So, almos
t cer-

tainly, di
d the roo

tballs of
plants

that the c
olonists i

mported.
Before Eu

ropeans

arrived,
the uppe

r Midwe
st, New

England

and all o
f Canada

had no

earthwor
ms—they

had

been wip
ed out in

the last

Ice Age.
In worm

-free wo
odlands,

leaves pi
le up in d

rifts on t
he

forest flo
or. Trees

and shrub
s in

wormless
places

depend o
n litter

for food
. When

earthwor
ms arriv

e, they

quickly
consume

the leaf
litter,

packing t
he nutrie

nts deep
in the soi

l in

the form
of casting

s (worm
excremen

t).

Suddenly
, the plan

ts can no
longer fe

ed

themselv
es; their

fine, surf
ace-level

root

systems a
re in the

wrong pl
ace. Wild

sarsa-

parilla, w
ild oats,

Solomon
’s seal an

d a host

of unders
tory plan

ts die off
; grass-lik

e species

such as
Pennsylv

ania sed
ge

take ove
r. Sugar

maples a
l-

most sto
p growin

g, and a
sh

seedlings
start to t

hrive.

Spread t
oday by

farmers,

gardener
s and ang

lers, eart
h-

worms a
re obses

sive und
er-

ground e
ngineers,

and they

are now
remaking

swathes
of

Minnesot
a, Albert

a and O
n-

tario. Nob
ody know

s what w
ill

happen n
ext in wh

at ecolog
ists see a

s a gigan
tic,

unplanne
d, centur

ies-long e
xperimen

t.

Before Co
lumbus, t

he parasi
tes that c

ause ma-

laria wer
e rampan

t in Eura
sia and A

frica but
un-

known in
the Amer

icas. Tran
sported in

the bodie
s

of sailors
, malaria

may have
crossed t

he ocean
as

early as C
olumbus’

s second
voyage. Y

ellow fev
er,

malaria’s
frequent

companio
n, soon f

ollowed.

By the 17
th centur

y, the zon
e where t

hese dis-

eases he
ld sway—

coastal a
reas rou

ghly from

Washingt
on, D.C.,

to the Br
azil-Ecua

dor bord
er—

was dang
erous ter

ritory for
European

migrants
,

many of
whom die

d within
months o

f arrival.
By

contrast,
most We

st Africa
ns had b

uilt-in de
-

fenses, ac
quired or

genetic, a
gainst th

e disease
s.

Initially, A
merican p

lanters p
referred t

o pay to

import E
uropean

laborers—
they spok

e the sam
e

language
and knew

European
farming

methods.

They also
cost less t

han slave
s bought

from Afr
ica, but

they wer
e far les

s

hardy and
thus a ris

kier inves
tment. In

purely ec
onomic t

erms, the
historian

Philip Cur
tin has ca

lculated, t
he

diseases
of the Co

lumbian E
x-

change m
ade the en

-

slaved
worker

“preferab
le at

anything
up to

three tim
es the pr

ice of the

European
.”

Did the C
olumbian

Exchange

cause cha
ttel slave

ry in the
Ameri-

cas? No.
People a

re moral
agents

who weig
h many c

onsiderat
ions. But

anyone w
ho knows

how mar
kets wor

k

will unde
rstand th

e pull exe
rted by s

lav-

ery’s sup
erior pro

fitability.

Much mo
re direct

was the r
ole of the

Co-

lumbian
Exchange

in the cre
ation of G

reat

Britain. I
n 1698, a

visionary

huckster
named

William

Paterson
persuade

d wealth
y

Scots to
invest as

much as

half the
nation’s

available

capital in
a scheme

to colo-

nize Pana
ma, hopi

ng to con
-

trol the c
hokepoin

t for trad
e

between
the Pacif

ic and th
e

Atlantic.
As the hi

storian J.
R.

McNeill
recounte

d in “Mo
s-

quito Em
pires,” m

alaria an
d yellow

fever qui
ckly

slew almo
st 90% of

the 2,500
colonists.

The deba
-

cle cause
d a finan

cial melt
down.

At the ti
me, Engl

and and
Scotland

shared a

monarch
but rema

ined sepa
rate natio

ns. Engla
nd,

the bigge
r partner

, had bee
n pushing

a comple
te

merger fo
r decades

. Scots ha
d resisted

, fearing
a

London-d
ominated

economy
, but no

w Englan
d

promised
to reimbu

rse invest
ors in the

failed Pan
-

ama proj
ect as pa

rt of a un
ion agree

ment. As
Mr.

McNeill w
rote, “Thu

s Great B
ritain was

born, wit
h

assistanc
e from th

e fevers o
f Panama

.”

But Scots
could har

dly comp
lain abou

t the con-

sequence
s of the C

olumbian
Exchange

. By the t
ime

they were
absorbed

into Brita
in, their d

aily bread
,

so to spe
ak, was a

South Am
erican tu

ber now
fa-

miliar as
the dome

stic pota
to.
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Pair it with everything from salmon to strawberries—this pretty herb

brings out the best in every dish it meets

WHOEVER WORKED ON basil’s public-relations cam-

paign deserves a gold medal. Given that basil contains

hints of licorice—a love-it-or-loathe-it flavor that’s got

plenty of loathers—it borders on miraculous that it has

become such a go-to herb. It gets pride of place in ur-

ban window boxes (it’ll withstand almost anything ex-

cept cold), in country gardens (planted next to tomatoes

it provides salad-on-the-vine all summer) and in recipes

with roots all around the globe. Basil deserves the love:

Few other herbs play so well with others that they can

turn up in both sweets and savories, soups and salads

and with pasta, fish and fowl—and neither steal the

show nor fade into the background.
Though cooks in the 1980s (the heyday of pesto)

acted as though they’d discovered basil, the herb has

been around since ancient times and used for such

wildly divergent purposes as warding off dragon at-

tacks, curing scorpion bites, opening heaven’s gates,

calming rumbling tummies and winning a woman’s love

(hint: sport a sprig of basil in your coif).

Then, as now, the most common variety of the herb

was sweet basil, or what we call Genovese, but there are

almost as many kinds of basil as there are flavors from

Ben & Jerry’s, and they’re all fun to play with. Try lemon

basil with fish, opal basil (which is dark reddish-purple)

as the finishing touch on a caprese salad, pointy-leafed

Thai basil when you want a strong anise flavor—and any

and every kind of basil you can get your hands on when

dragons are spotted in the neighborhood.
—Dorie Greenspan

Basil&Friends

FOR RECIPES, SEE D2

THE YANKS LOST?SELL! SELL! SELL!

PLAYING THE STOCK MARKET and
being a sports fan are similar
beasts—and not just because they’re
the biggest reasons you keep check-
ing your phone for updates. The
overlap is at the heart of a new on-
line game called Sports-
Gunner (sportsgun-ner.com), which isslated to launch thisweekend. In a hybrid offantasy sports and stock

market strategizing,players use their sports acumen to
predict the movement of teams in a
virtual marketplace. As teams win
and lose, their SportsGunner values
rise and fall. Your job, just as it is in
a real market, is to correctly predict
which way they’ll go.I’ve been playing with a beta ver-
sion of SportsGunner for a few weeks

now. It’s best on a computer, but the

website works nicely on mobile
browsers as well. (An app is in the
works.) Although it’s similar to the
fantasy gaming experience in that it
might make you spend your entire
weekend watching games you
couldn’t possibly care about other-
wise, there are a few key differences.
First off, you don’t have to lockyourself into one sport.You can move back andforth across a varietyof sports leagues, in-cluding Major LeagueBaseball, the NBA, theNFL and NCAA football

and basketball. Think of it as a sports

betting room in Las Vegas, but with
fewer shady characters.And instead of accumulating a ros-

ter of players as you do in traditional

fantasy sports, you make what the
game calls “plays” based on how you
think a team will perform. Other
SportsGunner players are free toPleaseturntopageD12

BY LUKE O’NEIL

A new online game combines fantasy sports and investment

strategy, letting you build a portfolio of teams as you would stocks

GREENS GUIDEBasil comes in manyvarieties includingGenovese, aka sweetbasil (top), andpointy-leafed Thai (farleft), which has adistinct licorice flavor.

AT PLAY

My FavoriteRoom

SÃO PAULO, SIM!
Journal Concierge visits the

Brazilian hot spot D5

Thomas Jefferson’s dining room serves

up lessons in zingy design D10

FESTIVEFINERYBlazers that start theparty D9

DREAM DRIVINGA club where you canspeed all you want D7

Raymond Hom for The Wall Street
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a BRIGHT
FUTURE

The People & Ideas
Changing Our World

THE MERCHANT
Advertisement

Luxury Escorted and Private Tours of Ireland
Journey Through Ireland Ltd. has 40 years experience.
Past clients say: “The best planned, organized and
conducted tour you will ever find!” Call and chat with
Conn O’Scannlain, CTC, DS. Let us design one for you!

(800) 828-0826
irelandtouring.com

The Tower Residences at The Ritz-Carlton, Dallas
One, two and three-bedroom luxury high-rise residences,
5-star management and services. Private resort-style
pool and fitness center. Now complete and ready for
immediate occupancy. From $700K to $3.5 million.

(214) 855-2020
theresidencesdallas.com

25 Surfsong Road Ocean views from every room
and private boardwalk to the beach welcome you to
this 6,585-square-foot home with open living spaces,
windowed-walls, seaside terraces, and a gourmet
kitchen, luxurious master suite, office and guesthouse.

(866) 542-9243
kiawahisland.com

Elite Ireland Behind The Scenes - Summer 2012
offers discerning travelers three luxury journeys of the
highest caliber. Join owner Patsy Malone and enjoy
5-star hotels, gourmet cuisine, golf, magnificent houses,
castles and gardens. Prices from $8,650 - $10,550 pp.

(855) 292-9505
irelandbehindthescenes.com

Experience infinite luxury with a holiday escape to
The Phoenician, Arizona’s premier Five Diamond resort
destination. Newly renovated suites. Award-winning
cuisine. Championship golf. Lavish spa. And legendary
service that exceeds all expectations.

(800) 955-7352
thephoenician.com

For 25 years, French Country Waterways has
been cruising the canals of France. Enjoy six nights in
total luxury. Dine on world-class cuisine, savor our
exclusive wines and gain a rare insider’s perspective
on provincial France.

(800) 222-1236
fcwl.com

Imagine a vacation experience as spectacular as
the surroundings. Imagine skiing Jackson Hole this
winter while staying in this fabulous 5-bedroom,
6.5 bath luxury home at the Jackson Hole
Mountain Resort.

(888) 273-8652
JacksonHoleRetreats.com

Something DIFFERENT: See Europe from the cockpit
of a PORSCHE on our luxurious all-inclusive relaxed, yet
exciting, guided driving tours of Europe. You’ll love the
no-speed-limit Autobahn; 5-star hotels, gourmet meals,
wines and spectacular scenery.

(813) 343-3001
fastlanetravel.com

Unforgettable Italy with one phone call. Convenient.
Effortless. Aielli & Benevento’s private travel service
offers busy professionals personalized itineraries
all over Italy. We handle every detail, from restaurant
reservations and guides to hotels and drivers.

(212) 695-1511
aielli-benevento.it©
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DINING IN THE GREAT OUTDOORS
A rustic restaurant nestled in the big ski and wild game country of California’s Mammoth 

Lakes serves up stellar French food in a delightful American atmosphere 

Portrait by Daniel Hennessy

 C AN THE ELEMENT OF SURPRISE MAKE A GREAT MEAL TASTE EVEN BETTER? 
I think so, because twice in my life extraordinary, mind-altering dinners have 
appeared in unexpected settings. 

There was the Chanticleer in Nantucket, a rustic, rose-
covered cottage serving world-class fare unexpectedly 
discovered with sand still between my toes while stay-
ing nearby in Siasconset. Then there is the Lakefront, 
the restaurant at Tamarack Lodge in Mammoth Lakes, 
California. I arrived crunching in snow boots and left in 
a state of elation. This quietly superlative contribution 
to the legacy of French cuisine in the American West is 
chef Frederic Pierrel’s mountain redoubt—and unless 
you are skiing or fi shing in the eastern Sierras, you 
might never fi nd out that some of the best cooking in 
the country is happening here. (Given that Tamarack is 
an easy six-hour drive from Los Angeles, it’s also a pleas-
ant getaway for non-outdoors adventurers who simply 
want to get out of the city and breathe the fresh air.)

“My cooking is extremely simple and consistent, and I care most about regionality,” 
says Pierrel, who learned the terroir philosophy (which translates to “of the earth”) 

from his father and graduated with honors from the Lycée Hôtelier et Culinaire in 
Gérardmer, France. He is proud of the Greek-inspired loup de mer and traditional 

Dutch dover sole meunière on the menu, but no more so 
than the local specialties, like grilled elk medallions in 
juniper and blueberry sauce and wild mushroom soup, 
that appear alongside them. Pierrel, who has worked at 
the Lakefront since 1995, is an expert on mushrooms, 
and in the summer heads off  into the forest on his dirt 
bike to forage almost every day.

Originally built as a fi shing camp in the 1920s with 
expansive views of snowcapped mountains, the lodge’s 
cozy dining room is like a wintry dream. Perfectly lit, 
it has been completely designed and under-designed 
by Pierrel to mesh with the charm and humility of the 
hotel, right down to the crystal, vintage wooden skis 
and spindleback chairs that would make a forty-niner 
feel at home. After a day on the slopes or a simple 
afternoon spent with a book in one of the hotel’s pri-

vate cabins, fi nding yourself in this magical pine-paneled aerie at twilight is like 
striking gold of another kind. By David Netto

Open Secret

INTO THE WOODS The Tamarack Lodge before the first snowfall, when ski-in, ski-out cross-country paths become available.

CHEF’S TABLE Pierrel in the Lakefront’s dining room.
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